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At a Meeting  of the HUB COMMITTEE  held at the Council  Chamber, 
Council Offices, Kilworthy Park, Drake Road, TAVISTOCK on TUESDAY 
the 16th day of OCTOBER, 2018 at 3.00pm 

 
Present:                             Cllr P R Sanders – Chairman 
      Cllr L Samuel – Vice Chairman 

  
Cllr C Edmonds     Cllr N Jory 
Cllr A F Leech   Cllr C Mott 
Cllr R Oxborough   Cllr A Roberts 
Cllr R F D Sampson   

 
In attendance:       Head of Paid Service 

Group Manager Customer First and Support Services 
 Section 151 Officer 
 Group Manager Commercial Services 
 COP Lead Assets 

Specialist Democratic Services 
 

Other Members in attendance: 
Cllrs Lamb, Musgrave, Pearce and Yelland 

 
 
 
*HC 33 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Members were invited to declare any interests in the items of business to be 
discussed and the following were made: 
 
Cllr P R Sanders declared a personal interest in Agenda Item 8: Public 
Conveniences – Clarification for Parishes (Minute *HC 39 below refers), by 
virtue of being a Member of Dartmoor National Park Authority.  He remained 
in the meeting and took part in the debate and vote thereon.  

 
 
 HC 34          URGENT BUSINESS 

The Chairman had agreed to a late agenda item, being a presentation from a 
representative of the South West Mutual Bank.  The item was deemed 
urgent as the Chairman sought views from the wider membership to report 
on to the forthcoming meeting of the Devon Districts Forum which would take 
place on Friday 26 October 2018 and at which the matter of the South West 
Mutual Bank was an agenda item. 
 
Mr Tony Greenham of the South West Mutual Bank gave his presentation to 
Members and responded to a number of questions of clarity.  Members were 
generally supportive of the Bank, and it was then PROPOSED and 
SECONDED and on being put to the vote declared CARRIED that: 
 

Subject to a report to full Council containing details, to be presented 
to the meeting on 4 December 2018, the Hub Committee 
RECOMMENDS that this Council support the South West Mutual 
Bank. 

 
*HC 35          MINUTES 

The Minutes of the Hub Committee meeting held on 11 September 2018 
were confirmed and signed by the Chairman as a correct record.  
 



*HC 36          FINANCIAL STABILITY REVIEW GROUP UPDATE 
In accordance with the Council decision at its meeting on 27 March 2018 
(Minute CM 73 refers) for updates to be included as a standing agenda item,  
the Lead Member Assets and Environment and s151 Officer jointly presented 
an update on the work of the Financial Stability Review Group.   The Lead 
Member for Assets and Environment had circulated an update to Members 
following the recent Member Budget Workshops that had taken place. 

 
 
 * HC 37         NEXT STEPS – ENABLING HOMES TO MEET THE NEEDS FOR ALL 

Members were presented with a report that provided an up to date position 
following Members request for a detailed business case for the formation of 
a Housing Wholly Owned Company (WOC) (Minute HC 6 refers).   

 
The Lead Member for Assets and Environment introduced the report. He and 
the COP Lead Assets responded to questions of clarity. 
 

 
It was then RESOLVED that the Hub Committee agree the following principles: 
 

1. That there is no requirement to form a West Devon Borough Council 
Housing Wholly Owned Company at this time; 

2. That Council borrowing in order to acquire or develop affordable 
homes is acceptable in principle; 

3. That Affordable homes may be acquired or developed via the 
community housing strategy OR through existing work with Registered 
Providers or Developers.  These properties will be allocated in 
accordance with local lettings plans and may be managed via the 
Council’s Direct Lets service; and 

4. To guide the Council’s affordable housing development/acquisition 
plans as detailed in section 5 of the presented report. 

 
 
 *HC 38         BERE PENINSULA NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 

Members were presented with a report that sought approval to ‘make’ the 
Bere Peninsula Neighbourhood Development Plan. 
 
The Lead Member for Customer First introduced the report, and the Lead 
Member for Strategic Planning and Housing responded to questions.  One of 
the local Ward Members wished to record thanks to officers, in particular the 
Specialist (Elections) for her hard work and professionalism during the 
Referendum.  Members noted the hard work required to achieve an adopted 
Neighbourhood Plan, and the Chairman wished to record thanks to the 
parish council.  Finally, a number of Members wished to pay tribute to the 
late Cllr Mike Benson, for all his hard work in getting the Neighbourhood Plan 
started, and asked that his family be sent a formal letter of thanks.  

 
It was then RESOLVED that: 
 

The Bere Peninsula Neighbourhood Development Plan be made 
(adopted). 

 
 
 
 
 



*HC 39         PUBLIC CONVENIENCES – CLARIFICATION FOR PARISHES 
Members were presented with a report that requested consideration of the 
options for implementing the decision of the Hub Committee in July 2018 
(Minute *HC 19 refers) to approve and deliver efficiencies of £50,000 (or 
more) in 2019/20 in operating the current public toilet service. 
 
The Lead Member for Commercial Services presented the report.  During 
discussion, Members expressed concerns over some parishes being unable 
to take on the financial liability as set out in the presented report, and smaller 
parishes within the Dartmoor National Park area being disadvantaged as the 
public conveniences were used by visitors and tourists rather than for the 
benefit of residents.  In response, the Lead Member for Commercial Services 
advised that discussions would take place with affected parish and town 
councils and a report brought back to the Hub Committee at a later date.   
 
In response to concerns from the Lead Member for Health and Wellbeing 
about the health and wellbeing implications of closure of public 
conveniences, assurances were given that a full Comprehensive Impact 
Assessment would be undertaken on any proposed public convenience 
closures where that closure affected the overall provision in an area and the 
appropriate Lead Member would be kept informed. 
 
In view of the concerns over affordability for parishes, an amendment to the 
presented recommendations was put forward as follows: 
 
1. ii.  Make a contribution towards the cost of running public toilets 

equivalent to 50% of all direct costs  
2. that the 50% contribution be increased . . . . . 

 
The amendment was PROPOSED, SECONDED and on being put to the 
vote declared LOST. 

 
It was then RESOLVED that the Hub Committee: 
 
1. in respect of the rural public toilets (listed in Appendix A), resolve that 

Parish and Town Councils are requested to either: 
 
i. Assume responsibility for the public toilets in their area 

including a transfer of the freehold or leasehold property; or  
ii. Make a contribution towards the cost of running public toilets 

equivalent to 75% of all direct costs (which includes staff and 
management costs). 

 
2. that the 75% contribution be increased over the following three years 

based upon actual spend as per the payment profile shown  in 
Appendix A, to reach a point where full costs are covered by the 
Parish and Town Councils. 

 
3. that where a Parish or Town Council agrees neither to accept a 

transfer of the facility nor make the requested contribution (as set out 
in Recommendation 1 (i) and (ii))  it will be recommended to Council 
that the facility will be closed before the end of the financial year 
2018/19.   

 
 



4. that where any facility will benefit from pay on entry equipment in 
order to reduce overall costs, the council will work with the relevant 
Town or Parish Council on a business case and implementation 
programme to achieve best value. 

 
 
 

(The meeting terminated at 4:35pm) 
 

 
_____________ 
Chairman

 
 
 
 
(NOTE: THESE DECISIONS, WILL BECOME EFFECTIVE FROM  
WEDNESDAY 24 OCTOBER 2018 UNLESS CALLED IN, IN  
ACCORDANCE WITH SCRUTINY PROCEDURE RULE 18). 

 



Financial Stability Review Group (FSRG) – Member Briefing Note to the Hub 

Committee on 20th November 

 

The latest meeting of the Council’s Financial Stability Review Group took place on 16th 

October 2018. Members discussed the inter-active Budget Model that was presented 

to Members on the previous day at the Members’ Budget Workshop. 

The Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) report for 2019/20 to 2023/24 was 

presented to Council on 25th September and was referred to, in particular the financial 

modelling and assumptions. 

The present medium term position is summarised in the MTFS documents and 

Members noted the budget gap for 2019/20 of £0.45 million and that this is predicted 

to rise to £1 million by 2020/21 (this includes the £0.45 million from 2019/20 and is not 

in addition to it). It was noted that the Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) 

contained ten recommendations and some of these were discussed by the Financial 

Stability Review Group e.g. a review of Earmarked and Unearmarked Reserves. 

As reported at the last meeting, it was thought by the Financial Stability Review Group 

that the current position is that the budget for 2019/20 is capable of being balanced 

subject to: 

 - consideration of the pensions strategy for the actuarial pension valuation  

- the outcome of the Waste Procurement process (this is Part 2 Exempt information 

and no figures can be mentioned in open session) 

- The Government eliminating negative Revenue Support Grant for 2019/20 (which 

the Government has said is their preferred option so this is looking very likely) 

- consideration of the options presented at the Members’ Budget Workshop 

- further work on commercial property business cases 

The main item on the agenda of the FSRG in the October meeting was to focus on 

having a review of the level of the Council’s Earmarked and Unearmarked Reserves. 

The MTFS asks that the FSRG should look at the designation and allocation of 

Reserves. 

The Budget Surplus Contingency Reserve has a current uncommitted balance of 

£0.234m and there is an uncommitted balance of £0.439m in the Innovation Fund 

(Invest to Earn) Reserve. In addition, there is £0.316m uncommitted in the Financial 

Stability Reserve. Members will make recommendations to the Hub Committee in 

December on the use of these uncommitted balances. 

The annual contributions into Reserves for Planning (25K) and ICT (£25K) were 

supported in principle by the FSRG. Members of the FSRG were of the opinion that 

the cost pressure for Elections of £50,000 could be reduced, in light of the amount 

held in Reserves of £24,000 for Elections. The cost pressure would be reduced within 

the next budget report and replaced with a regular annual contribution into an Elections 

Earmarked Reserve.  



Members also discussed several small balances on Earmarked Reserves which were 

felt to be no longer required. Members went through these with the Finance 

Community of Practice Lead. A recommendation would be made to the Hub 

Committee in December regarding these.  

It was noted by Members of the FSRG that the Council has already applied for 

Business Rates Pilot status for 2019/20 (this was a recommendation to Council on 

25th September) but it was noted that this is only one-off funding if the Council is 

successful. This has not been included in the current modelling. 

 

Members discussed further some of the options that were presented at the Member 

Budget Workshop on Monday 8th October. 

 

Longer term development plans for Kilworthy Park and other projects continue to be 

developed and details will be provided to Members as they progress.   

 

The FSRG have made a formal request to the Waste Working Group to look at the 

frequency of collections. 

The latest Budget Monitoring position of an overall projected underspend of £19,000 

(against a net budget set of £7.31 million for 2018-19) was also discussed by the 

FSRG. It was noted that this was the Quarter 1 Revenue Budget Monitoring position 

(as reported to the Hub Committee on 11th September 2018). 

The monitoring position for commercial property net investment income of predicting 

to achieve £90,000 more than the budgeted projection of £100,000 for 2018-19 was 

noted and Members reviewed the adequacy of the future income projections built into 

the MTFS for income from investments in commercial property. Members also 

discussed the predicted shortfall in car parking income of 4% (£40,000) against an 

income projection for the year of £1,006,000. 

Members looked at the modelling from the inter-active Budget Model from the Member 

Workshop and discussed in particular the 2020-21 year which was more challenging. 

It was noted that December 2018 was a key month for the Council as the draft local 

government finance settlement would be known (including whether the Council was 

successful in achieving business rates pilot status for 2019-20), the results of the 

waste procurement exercise would be known and also the business cases for the in-

Borough developments would be considered in December. If approved, these will see 

benefits within 3 years. 

 

The next meeting of the FSRG is on 20th November. 

 

Jointly prepared by Councillor Neil Jory and Mrs L Buckle (S151 Officer) 

2nd November 2018 
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Recommendations:   

1.To recommend to Full Council to adopt the revised policy and that it is 
signed by the Head of Paid Service and the Leader of the Council 

 

 
1. Executive summary  

1.1 The Council is required to prepare a written health and safety policy 
statement by the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974. The policy 
should be agreed and signed off by the Head of Paid Service and 

the Leader of the Council.  
 

1.2  The Joint West Devon Borough Council and South Hams District 
Council Health and Safety policy documents the Council’s position 

regarding its intentions, organisation and arrangements for 
ensuring the health, safety and welfare at work of their employees, 
and the health and safety of any other person working in, visiting 

the Councils, or who may be affected by their activities 
 



1.3 The policy is required to be reviewed annually and where 
appropriate, revised to reflect any significant change within the 

Organisation.  
 

1.4  There have been no amendments as a result of this year’s annual 
review. 

 

2. Background  
2.1 The Council is required to have a written health and safety policy 

under the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974. The Policy is an 
important document to set the responsibility for the health and 
safety of staff in the Council’s employment and those persons 

effected by its activities. The Policy covers the entire range of 
Council Services. 

 
2.2 The Policy is supplemented by a number of Safety Codes 

covering specific issues relevant to particular Service Groups and/or 

activities, e.g., Work at Height, Working Alone, Incident Reporting, 
etc. These Codes will have the same status as the Policy 

 
2.3 The Policy adopts a sensible approach to managing risk which 

reflects best practice and is based on integrated management 
principles enabling the Council to achieve a correct balance in 
managing health and safety as part of an overall risk management 

 
2.4 The Policy should be reviewed annually and revised to include any 

significant changes 
 

 

 
3. Outcomes/outputs  

3.1 The Council is required to have a Health and Safety Policy agreed 
by senior management and members, signed off by the Head of 
Paid Service and the Leader of the Council 

 
 

4. Options available and consideration of risk  
4.1 There is a statutory requirement to agree and implement the 

Councils Health and Safety Policy. Failure to do so would risk 

prosecution by the Health and Safety Executive and put employee’s 
health and safety at unacceptable risk. 

 
5.  Proposed Way Forward  
5.1 The Council should agree the revised Health and Safety Policy and 

continue to review it on an annual basis and/or when significant 
changes occur. 

 
5.2 The Internal Health and Safety CoP should provide a basis for 

integrating health and safety into its management structure and 

achieve continuous improvement in health and safety standards. 
 

 



6. Implications  
 

Implications 
 

Relevant  
to  

proposals  
Y/N  

Details and proposed measures to address  

Legal/Governance 
 

Y Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 
The Policy conforms to the 2013 HSE 

guidance in order to ensure that the Council 
is legally compliant. Accordingly, the Policy 
needs to be formally adopted by the 

Council. 
 

Financial 
 

Y Achieving legal compliance requires the 
Council’s officers to actively engage in 

carrying out health and safety 
responsibilities intrinsic to their job role. 
The cost will be officer time which is 

accounted for within existing budgets. 
 

Achieving best practice will require an ongoing 
commitment to continuously improve 
the health and safety management system 

which will add to the cost of 
officer time. 

Risk  The potential cost of not achieving legal 
compliance includes: 

i HSE enforcement costs 
ii legal and court cost 
iii compensation costs 

iv loss of credibility. 

Comprehensive Impact Assessment Implications 

 

Equality and 

Diversity 
 

 The Policy applies to all members of staff 

and has considerations of the effect of 
Council activities on non-employees. 

Effective management of health and safety 
should ensure that equality and human 
rights are not infringed. 

Safeguarding 
 

 Indirect impact derived from suitable and 
sufficient risk assessment of activities 

associated with vulnerable groups 

Community 

Safety, Crime 
and Disorder 

 No direct impact 

 
 

Health, Safety 
and Wellbeing 

 As above, indirect impact on wellbeing 
derived from suitable and sufficient 

assessment of risk of work activities, e.g., 
lone working 

Other 
implications 

 None 
 



 
 

 
Supporting Information 

 
Appendices: 
 

South Hams District and West Devon Borough Council’s Health and Safety 
Statement and Policy 

 
Background Papers: 
 

 
None 
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South Hams District and West Devon  

Borough Councils  
  

HEALTH AND SAFETY STATEMENT AND POLICY  

  
  

 
  

Revisions  

  

Version 1  September 2015  

Version 2  November 2016  

Version 3  July 2017  

Version 4  October 2018 

    

    

  

  

 
  

  

  

1.  Statement of Intent   

  

1.1  This is a statement of policy by South Hams District Council and West Devon 

Borough Council (the Councils) about their intentions, organisation and 

arrangements for ensuring the health, safety and welfare at work of their 
employees, and the health and safety of any other person working in, visiting 

the Councils, or who may be affected by their activities.   

  

1.2  It is the intention of the Councils to do all that is reasonably practicable to 

provide safe and healthy working conditions for its employees and to enlist 

their support in achieving this. The Councils also recognise their 
responsibilities to ensure the health and safety of elected members, members 

of the public, visitors and contractors when on their premises and others who 

may be affected by their activities.   

  

2.  Policy  

  

2.1  It is the policy of the Councils as employers that they will comply so far as is 

reasonably practicable, with the requirements of the Health and Safety at 

Work etc. Act 1974 and all other relevant statutory provisions.   

  

2.2  This policy is supported by Codes of Practice that apply throughout the 

Councils and will have the same status as this policy.  The Codes of Practice 

will reflect:   
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• minimum legal requirements   

• best practice.  

  

2.3 The Councils will do all that is reasonably practicable to prevent personal injury 

and illness, loss and damage to premises, plant and equipment by:   

• Appropriate assessment and management of risk for all activities and 

seeking to eliminate hazards and/or reduce risks;   

• ensuring appropriate competence of all employees in health and safety by 

the provision of information, instruction, training, supervision, management 

support and performance appraisal;   

• ensuring close co-operation and participation of management and staff 

through normal working relationships and consultation with employees.   

  

2.4 The Councils will pursue the above aims by the implementation of the 

objectives at Appendix A and the three year safety plan.   

  

2.5 The remainder of this document contains the following sections:   

• Organisation and responsibilities   

• Arrangements for implementation   

• Objectives.  

  

3.  Policy Review   

  

3.1  This policy will be reviewed annually, in consultation with the unions, by the  

Internal Health and Safety Service who will advise the Senior Leadership 

Team (SLT) on possible amendments  

  

3.2  The Codes of Practice will be reviewed by the Internal Health and Safety 

Service as and when legislation changes, best practice dictates or when 
otherwise necessary.   

  

4.  Organisation and responsibilities   

  

4.1  This part of the policy describes the organisational arrangements within the 

Councils and their trading arm(s) for ensuring health and safety at work. 

Health and Safety issues are line management responsibilities alongside and 

of equal importance to responsibilities for the provision of services and the 
management of resources.   

  

4.2  Head of Paid Service   

  

4.2.1 The Head of Paid Service has overall responsibility to ensure, so far as is 

reasonably practicable, the health, safety and welfare at work of all the 

Councils’ employees and to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, the 

health and safety of others who work in and visit the Councils or may be 
affected by the Councils’ activities.   
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4.2.2 The Head of Paid Service will include Health and Safety in his/her annual 

report to Council.  

  

4.3  Group Managers   

  

4.3.1 Group Managers are responsible for the implementation of this policy in the 

areas over which they have control.   

  

4.3.2 Community of Practice Lead Specialist- Environmental Health   

  

The Community of Practice Lead Specialist- Environmental Health will be 

responsible for providing an internal health and safety service to the Councils 
which will be the competent assistance as required by the Management of 

Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999.   To avoid confusion his should 

be a named officer.  

  

4.4  Managers/supervisors   

  

Managers/supervisors are responsible for ensuring the implementation, 

coordination and monitoring of this policy and associated Codes of Practice, 
and the overall health and safety management of the staff within their control. 

In particular, they must:   

• carry out risk assessments and ensure that safe working conditions are 

maintained;   

• ensure that staff within their control are trained and instructed in safe 

methods and comply with them;   

• ensure that all accidents, incidents and near misses are reported and 

investigated and steps taken wherever possible to prevent a recurrence.   

  

4.5  Group Managers may nominate officers with Day to Day Responsibility for 

Health and Safety in their respective services/departments and inform their 

staff and the Internal Health and Safety Service accordingly but this will not 
remove the Head of Service’s responsibilities.  

  

4.6  Employees   

  

Employees shall:   

  

• take reasonable care for the health and safety of themselves and of other 

persons who may be affected by their acts or omissions;   

• co-operate with their manager in the implementation of this policy;   

• follow safe working practices at all times;   

• report accidents, incidents and near misses to their line manager;   

• report unsafe working conditions and hazards to their line manager or 

other appropriate person.   
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4.7  Key staff with additional health and safety responsibilities   

  

In addition to their responsibilities as managers the following Heads of 

Services will also have the responsibilities shown at Appendix B:  

• Community of Practice Lead Specialist- Environmental Health   

• Harbour Master  

• Lead HR Business Partner   

• Members of the Internal Health & Safety Virtual Community of Practice 

group (HSvCoP)  

4.8 Members of the Internal Health & Safety Virtual Community of Practice 

group (HSvCoP)  

• Membership of HSvCoP will consist of CoP Leads and Managers and other 

relevant persons   

• The group will be a forum for discussion for Internal Health and Safety matters 
and responsible for developing and progressing health and safety awareness 
throughout the Councils.  

• The group will identify and implement work programmes relating to internal 
health and safety, including a programme of auditing and review, and any 
other tasks arising to achieve compliance with regulatory requirements or best 
practice.  

• A member of SLT will be in attendance. This will enable key decisions to be 

made or effectively escalated to SLT.   

• This group will also be a point of contact for Union Representatives and Staff 

Forums.  

  

4.9  Community of Practice Lead Specialist- Environmental Health (Internal 
Health and Safety)  

  

The Internal Health and Safety service provides the competent advice to the 
Councils on matters relating to health, safety and welfare at work across the 

Councils. Their objectives include:  

  

• providing specialist support and guidance to the Councils on the effective 

management of health and safety;  

• to help promote and maintain a high standard of total health (physical and 

mental) for all persons working in the Councils;   

• the safeguarding of all staff from health and safety hazards arising from 

their work or the environment by means of accident prevention, 

environmental control and prevention of injury and illness;   

• to receive all Incident/Near Miss reports, maintain an Incident/Near Miss 
database and publish performance statistics.  

  

5.  Arrangements for implementation   
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5.1  This part of the policy describes the general arrangements for the 

implementation and monitoring of health and safety at work.   

  

5.2  Strategic aims, objectives and three-year action plan   

  

The aims, objectives and three-year safety plan set out the Councils’ 

commitment to provide a healthy and safe environment for all those who work 

in and visit the Councils. The plan reflects best practice and is based on the 
principles of loss control and quality management.  

  

This approach is designed to:   

a. address the health and safety implications of the various activities of the 

organisations;   

b. identify the hazards and assess the level of risk;   

c. apply the following general principles of prevention in the order shown:  

• avoiding risks;  

• evaluating the risks which cannot be avoided;  

• combating the risks at source;  

• adapting the work to the individual, especially as regards the design of 

workplaces, the choice of work equipment and the choice of working 

and production methods, with a view, in particular, to alleviating 

monotonous work and work at a predetermined work-rate and to 

reducing their effect on health;  

• adapting to technical progress;  

• replacing the dangerous by the non-dangerous or the less dangerous;  

• developing a coherent overall prevention policy which covers 

technology, organisation of work, working conditions, social 

relationships and the influence of factors relating to the working 

environment;  

• giving collective protective measures priority over individual protective 

measures; and  

• giving appropriate training and instructions to employees.  

  

5.3  Codes of Practice  

  

5.3.1 Where a need is identified, through legislation, risk assessments, best practice, 

health and safety auditing, the proceedings of committees or other means, a 
Code of Practice will be established to set the standard of implementation and 

operation for the identified topic. These Codes of Practice will be reviewed as 

and when legislation changes or practice dictates.   

  

5.3.2 The Codes of Practice shall have the same status as the main policy document 

and will outline how to implement the requirements of the main policy in 
specific risk areas.  
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5.4  Training  

  

5.4.1 The Internal Health and Safety Service in conjunction with the training 

partnership and workplace managers and supervisors, will provide guidance 

on Health and Safety Training and general training needs, and identifying 

those key workers who should attend. The Internal Health and Safety CoP will 
administer health and safety training across the organisations and develop a 

training competency matrix, which will establish key training for all staff.  

  

5.4.2 Each Service will ensure that good working arrangements for health and safety 

training exist. This training will include attendance at corporate induction 

training and appropriate special to job induction training.   

  

5.4.3 Each Service will ensure that health and safety is included as an integral part of 
their annual business plan.  

  

5.4.4 Records of safety training provided will be maintained on Team Spirit and but 

may also be maintained by service managers.  

  

5.4.5 The identification of health and safety training needs is to be part of the annual 

appraisal process.  Managers are responsible for identifying the training needs 

of individuals.  The Internal Health and Safety Service needs in conjunction 

with Human Resources will be responsible for an analysis of the corporate 
training.  

  

5.5  Risk assessment  

  

5.5.1 Each manager/supervisor shall make a suitable and sufficient assessment of:   

  

• the risks to the health and safety of his employees to which they are 

exposed whilst they are at work; and   

• the risks to the health and safety of others who may be affected by their 

activities,   

for the purpose of identifying the measures necessary to ensure a safe and 

healthy place of work.  

  

5.5.2 In addition to the general risk assessment set out at paragraph 5.5.1 there may 

also be a need for a specific risk assessment and the need for that should be 

identified and if possible carried out at the same time.  These specific 

assessments are shown in the appropriate Code of Practice on Assessment of 
Risk but include:  

  

• manual handling ((including the lifting, putting down, pushing, pulling, carrying 

or moving of a load);   

• display screen equipment (computing and word processing);   

• hazardous substances etc;  

• young people  
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• pregnancies.   

  

5.5.3 Risk assessments will be reviewed:  

  

• Periodically as recorded on the risk assessment;  

• when an accident, incident or near miss occurs;  

• when purchasing new equipment;  

• changing work practices etc; or moving into a new work area.   

  

5.5.4 Managers/supervisors are to monitor work activities to ensure that risk 
assessments and control measures are still suitable and sufficient and take 

appropriate action to review when necessary.  

  

5.5.5 Where a need for a generic risk assessment is identified (e.g. work in offices, 

activities of a similar nature taking place in more than one service) the internal 

health and safety service will be responsible for carrying out the assessment 
and monitoring as required by paragraph 5.5.4   

  

5.6  Health and safety standards, audit and inspection  

  

5.6.1 A set of health and safety standards has been designed and each Service will 

make their own arrangements for reviewing their level of achievement annually 

which will be reported in their service plan.  The standards are shown at 

Appendix C.  

  

5.6.2 The Internal Health and Safety Service CoP will develop a programme of audits 
and a standardised form to identify whether the management of risk has been 

carried out in each service area. The programme should be designed to reflect 

the needs of the Councils and the individual Service and will take into account 

the particular kinds of hazard or health and safety issues encountered.   The 

timing of health and safety audits will appear in the annual safety plan and will 
be proportionate to the level and scope of the hazards and risks present.   

  

5.6.3 The combination of the review of safety standards and the audit process is 

designed to ensure that we can demonstrate our level of health and safety 

management.  The results will be analysed, considered, prioritised and shaped 

into an action programme.  

  

5.7  Occupational health   

  

5.7.1 Occupational health is concerned with work-related problems and health and 
safety in the work place. An occupational health service for staff is provided 

under arrangements made by Human Resources.  Further details may be 

obtained from the Human Resources Office.   

  

5.8  Incidents  
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5.8.1 Any incident or injury occurring whilst at work or on the Council’s premises, 

however trivial it may appear at the time, must be reported to the Internal 

Health and Safety Service on the prescribed form.  

  

5.8.2 Any report of an incident caused by defective fixtures and fittings, furniture, 

equipment etc. should make the cause clear so that steps can be taken to 
rectify the fault and avoid a recurrence.   

  

5.9  First Aid Arrangements and Medical facilities  

  

5.9.1 Details of first aid arrangements and medical facilities for the Councils are given 

in the appropriate Code of Practice and on the Health and Safety pages of the 

Intranet.  

  

5.10 Eye tests for display screen equipment users  

  

5.10.1 Members of staff who are users of display screen equipments (computers etc) 

are eligible for the refund of the cost of an eye test.  If it is confirmed by the 
optician that they require spectacles specifically for display screen equipment 

use, a further refund may be provided for the cost of a basic pair of spectacles. 

Further details are available from the Internal Health and Safety Service and 

on the Health and Safety pages of the Intranet.   

  

5.11 Smoking and vaping  

  

5.11.1 Smoking or vaping is not permitted in any of the Council’s premises. The text 
of the policy is set out in the appropriate Code of Practice and on the Health 

and Safety pages of the Intranet.  This also extends to the use of E Cigarettes.  

  

5.12 Emergency Procedures  

  

5.12.1 Fire  

  

Details of the procedure in the case of fire are provided at each of the  

Councils’ premises.  Fire Safety training is also covered on the Induction 

Courses which is mandatory for all staff, in the health and safety training 

prospectus and periodically as a refresher.  

  

5.12.2 Emergency procedures for staff with disabilities  

  

On joining the Councils, any member of staff who has a disability that might 

impede their evacuation or the evacuation of anyone else should bring this to 

the attention of their manager. A personal evacuation plan will be drawn up by 

the responsible manager, in conjunction with the Internal Health & Safety 

Service, and this should be brought to the attention of colleagues working in 
the same locality.  Staff who develop a disability during their employment in 

the Councils should also consult their manager.  
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5.12.3 Threats Against the Councils  

  

On receipt of a threat against the Councils including those by letter or suspect 

package suspicious letter or parcel, staff should:  

  

• make no attempt to open it;   

• place the package carefully on the nearest firm surface; and   

• telephone Follaton House Building Management (extension 1227) and 

Kilworthy Park Facilities (extension 3611/3609)  

  

  

5.13 Security   

  

Responsibility for security within the Councils’ premises rests with the 

manager of each site.  Staff are however expected to exercise all reasonable 
vigilance and, in particular, are responsible for any visitors they may bring into 

the Councils’ premises.   

  

5.14 Arrangements for Names badges and access cards and for Access Control  

  

Where there is a need to provide staff with name badges and access cards or 

for access control the Facilities service will make the necessary 

arrangements.  

  

5.15 Consultation With Employees  

  

5.15.1 Consultation with employees on health and safety matters is essential and a 
statutory requirement.     

  

5.15.2 Suitable arrangements are to be put in place for staff consultation and Terms 

of Reference agreed as appropriate.  

  

  

  

  

………………………………………….  

Sophie Hosking 

Head of Paid Service  

  

  

………………………………………….    …………………………………………. 

John Tucker           Philip Sanders  

Leader of the Council    

  

    Leader of the Council  

South Hams District Council      West Devon Borough Council  

Follaton House          Kilworthy Park  

Totnes            Tavistock  

TQ9 5NE            PL19 0BZ  
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Date   November 2018 

  

  

Appendices  

  

Appendix A Aims and Objectives  

Appendix B Key Staff With Additional Health and Safety Responsibilities  

Appendix C Standards Linked To Health and Safety Objectives  

  

Appendix A 

Aims and Objectives  

  

Aims  

  

• To ensure that a robust safety management system is in place;  

• To provide and maintain a work environment that is safe and without risk to 
health for all employees, contractors and others who may be affected by the 

activities of the council;  

• To avoid all accidents and to ensure that no one suffers ill health as a result of 

working at South Hams District Council or West Devon Borough Council or by 

the activities of the Councils;  

• To plan and manage activities so that hazards are assessed and risks 
eliminated or controlled in so far as is reasonably practicable by appropriate 

prevention and protection measures  

  

Objectives  

  

• Fully integrate health and safety into the management and decision-making 

processes within the Councils.  

• Ensure appropriate systems are developed and maintained for the effective 
communication of health, safety and welfare matters throughout the Councils.  

• Comply with all relevant Statutes, Regulations and Codes of Practice. The 

minimum standards that will be adopted by the Councils will be those required 

by law, although the Councils will always seek to exceed these where there is a 

demonstrable benefit.  

• Devote appropriate resources in the form of finance, equipment, personnel and 
time to ensure the maintenance of health, safety and welfare standards.  

• Provide necessary information, instruction and training to employees and 

others, including temporary staff, to ensure their competence with respect to 

health, safety and welfare.  

• Ensure appropriate liaison with all necessary persons to ensure an appropriate 
standard of health, safety and welfare. The Councils will also ensure that 

adequate arrangements are also in place for ensuring the health and safety of 

non- employees who may be affected by the Councils’ activities.  

• Ensure that all employees are aware of their responsibilities to take reasonable 

care of themselves and others who could be affected by their acts or omissions 
and to co-operate with management in achieving the standards required.   
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• Ensure that managers are aware of their specific duties and responsibilities to 

comply with the letter and spirit of the Councils’ policy and that the 

management of health, safety and welfare is an integral part of their function 

and their performance will be monitored along with their other duties.  

• Carry out appropriate investigation of accidents, incidents and ‘near-misses’ 
and necessary action taken to reduce the likelihood of a recurrence.  

• Establish procedures to ensure that safe equipment and plant are provided for 

employees and non-employees.  

• Establish procedures for the appointing and monitoring of the competency of 

contractors.  

Appendix B  

  

Key Staff with Additional Health and Safety Responsibilities  

  

1. Community of Practice Lead Specialist- Environmental Health, in addition to his 
enforcement responsibilities in the commercial sector, will:  

  

a. Provide a health and safety advisory service to the Councils by means of 

the Internal Health and Safety Service;  

b. Advise the Internal Health and Safety Service on matters of Environmental 

Health and Pollution Control, relating to activities carried out by the  

Councils;  

c. When necessary, monitor the atmosphere and assess noise levels in 

certain areas of work;  

  

2. Harbour Master will ensure that:  

  

a. The Dartmouth Lower Ferry operates in accordance with the South Hams 

District Council’s approved Domestic Safety Management Code as 
required by the Merchant Shipping (Domestic Passenger Ships) (Safety 

Management Code) Regulations 2001) and that reviews of the Code take 

place when necessary and at not less than 3 yearly intervals.  

  

b. The Salcombe Harbour Safety Management System as required by the 

Department for Transport Port Marine Safety Code is produced and 

reviewed at the prescribed intervals.   

  

3. Lead HR Business Partner  will have responsibility for:   

  

a. Advising elected Members and Officers on the personnel implications of 

the Councils’ Health and Safety Policy;  

b. Consultations and negotiations with representatives of the staff on those 
aspects of the Health and Safety policy which affect the staff and their 
conditions of employment;  

c. In conjunction with the Internal Health and Safety Service provide suitable 

induction and other training for staff in health and safety matters, including 

the administration of the training programme and the organisation of 

training courses within the Council;  
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d. Ensure that an appropriate paragraph concerning risk management and 

health and safety is included in each job description.  

  

4. Internal Health & Safety Virtual Community of Practice group (HSvCoP) will 

have responsibility for:  

  

a. identifying and implement work programmes relating to internal health 

and safety, including a programme of auditing and review, and any 
other tasks arising to achieve compliance with regulatory requirements 

or best practice.  

b. the administration of health and safety training across the organisations 

and develop a training competency matrix. 

APPENDIX C  
Standards linked to Health and Safety Objectives  

  

Performance levels  

1  2  3  4  
Communication and Consultation - Management will ensure that appropriate systems are 

developed and maintained for the effective communication of health, safety and welfare matters 

throughout the Councils. The Councils will liaise and work with all necessary persons to ensure 

an appropriate standard of health, safety and welfare. The Council will also ensure that adequate 

arrangements are also in place for ensuring the health and safety of non- employees  
Health & safety 

is not discussed 

and changes are 

made without 

consulting with 

staff or 

managers  
.  

Health & Safety is a 

standard item on 

managers meetings, 

for all staff during 

first week induction 

and following any 

incident.  

Changes which may 

affect H&S are 

openly discussed with 

managers  

Health & Safety is a 

standard item on 

managers and team 

meetings, for all staff 

during first week 

induction and 

following any 

incident and as part of 

risk assessment.  

Changes which may 

affect H&S are 

openly discussed with 

managers and staff  

Health & Safety is a standard 

item on managers and team 

meetings for all staff during 

first week induction and 

following any incident and as 

part of risk assessment. Any 

matters arising are followed up 

to a conclusion  

Changes which may affect 

H&S are openly discussed with 

managers and staff and 

comments or arguments 

welcomed  

Contractors - The Councils will ensure that procedures are established for appointing and 

monitoring the competency of contractors.  
Contractors are 

selected 

without 

considering any 

health and 

safety 

implications  

Contractors are 

selected after 

checking their health 

and safety 

management and 

systems  

Contractors are 

selected after 
checking their health 
and safety 
management and 
systems and agreeing 
method statements 
and working 
processes. The 
Council’s  
Internal Health 
and Safety Service 

is involved.  

  

Contractors are not used  

  
OR  

  
Contractors are selected after 

checking their health and safety 

management and systems and 

agreeing method statements 

and working processes. The 

Council’s Internal Health and 

Safety Service is involved. 

Contractors are actively 

monitored during the contract 

works and a record is 

maintained.   
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Monitoring of health and safety including risk assessments and working practices  

No monitoring 

of health and 

safety takes 

place  

When problems are 

brought to the 

attention of managers 

the matter is looked 

into  

Regular checks of 
some aspects of  
health and safety are  
made  

A programme of checks on 

health and safety is produced 

and followed  

Planning including the effects of service changes and requirements on health and safety  

There is no 

consideration of 

health and 

safety in my 

planning  

Health and safety is 

included in my 

Service Plan but not 

to any great extent  

Health and safety is 

included in my 

Service Plan and 

general planning for 

my service.  Key 

hazards are identified 

together with targets 

for removing or  
mitigating the risks  

Health and safety is a feature of 

all planning in the service.  My 

service plan identifies key 

hazards and shows targets for 

removing or mitigating the 

risks.  Progress is actively 

monitored.  

Risk assessment - The Councils’ approach to health, safety and welfare is based on the 

identification, management and control of risks.   There are distinct benefits to be gained from 

providing a safe and healthy working environment, and appropriate levels of resources will be 

allocated to promoting, developing and maintaining the standards of health, safety and welfare 

within the Councils.  
No risk 

assessments 

have been 

carried out  

Risk assessments 

have been carried out 

for all activities  

Risk assessments 

have been carried out 

for all activities, 

control measures put 

in place and 

communicated to 

those affected.  

Review of 

assessments is carried 

out  

Risk assessments have been 
carried out for all activities, 
control measures put in place 
and have been communicated 
to those affected and training 

has been provided.   
Monitoring and reviewing of 

assessments is carried out and 

recorded.  

Training - The Councils will provide the necessary information, instruction and training to 

employees and others, including temporary staff, to ensure their competence with respect to 

health, safety and welfare.  

Training is not 

provided.  
Health and safety 

training needs are 

identified during the 

annual appraisal 

process but not 

monitored  

Health and safety 

training needs are 

identified during the 

annual appraisal 

process, and when 

they arise during the 

year  

Health and safety training 

needs are identified during the 

annual appraisal process, and 

when they arise during the year 

and monitoring carried out to 

ensure that training takes place  

  

South Hams District Council and West Devon Borough Council aim to ensure 
equality of opportunity in the delivery of their policies, services and  
employment practices.  South Hams District Council and West Devon Borough 
Council will challenge discrimination, and encourages other organisations 
within South Hams and West Devon to act in accordance with Equality 
legislation.    

This Policy is available in large print or Braille upon 
request.  
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If you require any help completing associated paperwork please contact the 
Internal Health and Safety Service extension 1475.  
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RECOMMENDATION: 

That the Hub Committee notes the land transfers set out in this 

report to Okehampton Town Council and Okehampton Hamlets 
Parish Council 

 

1. Executive summary  

1.1 The powers to sell and transfer land valued at less than £150k 
are delegated to the CoP Lead for Assets, in conjunction with the 
Section 151 Officer and Lead Member for Assets.  This report 

sets out for the Hub Committee details of land transfers in 
Okehampton that meet the criteria.  It is being brought to Hub 

Committee to note because the transfer includes a toilet in 
Fairplace. 

1.2 Three parcels of land are to be transferred to Okehampton Town 

Council (OTC) at; Fairplace, behind Lidl supermarket and at the 
junction of New Road and West Street.  Redline plans are shown 

in Appendix 1. 

1.3 A further parcel of land known as Old Town Park is to be 

transferred to Okehampton Hamlets Parish Council (OHPC), a 
red line plan is shown in Appendix 1. 

 

 

 



 

2. Background  

2.1 Section 3 the Financial Procedure Rules set out the delegated 

authority for land disposals that apply in this case, they state:   

2.2 The Community of Practice for Assets (Corporate Property 

Officer) in consultation with the Section 151 Officer, and the 
Lead Member for Assets, may agree to the disposal of land or 
building assets, where the market value does not exceed 

£150,000. 

2.3 These rules are being applied to 4 parcels of land in 

Okehampton, following dialogue with OTC and OHPC, who are 
prepared to take ownership of them.  The transfer is for £1 if 
demanded. 

2.4 The Parcel of land at the junction of New Road and West Street 
and the land behind Lidl supermarket are used as public open 

space.  The land at Fairplace includes a toilet block, which is 
currently owned and operated by WDBC. 

2.5 The toilet at Fairplace has been subject to repair and 

improvement works agreed between OTC and WDBC such that 
the toilet is in a very good state of repair prior to transfer and 

becoming the responsibility of OTC. 

2.6 The parcel of land known as Old Town Park, is located 

predominantly within OHPC, albeit a small section falls within 
the OTC boundary.  Both OHPC and OTC were interested in 
taking ownership of the land.  Following consultation with local 

members, it was agreed to offer the transfer of this land to 
OHPC. 

3. Outcomes/outputs  

3.1 The land transfer terms include a restriction such that the land 
remains used for its current purpose as well as an overage 

provision in the event of grant of planning for a usage of higher 
value. 

3.2 The toilet ownership at Fairplace will be transferred at the same 
time as the other parcels of land, but would continue to be 
cleaned by WDBC until March 2019, when the current cleaning 

contract expires. 

3.3 The saving achieved by transferring the toilet at Fairplace would 

be £21k/year* assuming the current cleaning cost are not 
incurred from March 2019 onwards. 

*These figures include the cost of rates which would not apply in the 

future. 

 

4. Options available and consideration of risk  

4.1 With respect to the land transfers, unless Members are minded 
to instruct a change to the proposals, there are no options for 

consideration at this time. 



 

4.2 There are minimal risks associated with the land transfer 
proposals, although it is possible the transfers could be stopped 

at the request of OTC or OHPC. 

4.3 Prior to final transfer, a disposal of public open space notice** 

will need to be advertised, the results from which will need to be 
considered.  Given the transfers are to other public bodies, it is 
not anticipated that this process should give rise to too much 

concern. 

**A public open space disposal notice was advertised for Old 

Town Park and no representations were made. 

5. Proposed Way Forward 

5.1 The Hub notes the proposed land transfers in Okehampton, 

which following this report will go to a Legal Specialist for 
completion. 

6. Implications  

Implications 

 

Relevant  

to  
proposals  
Y/N  

Details and proposed measures to address  

Legal/ 
Governance 

 

Y Delegated authority under section 3 of the Financial 
Procedure Rules to be applied to the Land Transaction. 

 
Section 123 LGA 1972 imposes a statutory duty to sell 

land at the best price reasonably obtainable in the 
market, except with the consent of the Secretary of 
State (unless the undervalue does not exceed £2 million 

and contributes to the achievement of the promotion of 
economic, social and environmental wellbeing of the 

area of its residents). The only consideration that can 
be taken into account is that which has commercial or 
monetary value to the Council.  This will depend on the 

facts of the transaction. A decision is unlikely to be 
successfully challenged provided proper advice is 

obtained and followed. The advertising procedure for 
the disposal of open space will also have to be followed. 

 
 

Financial 
 

Y A saving of ~£21k/yr as a result of the transferring of a 
public toilet. 
In relation to legal costs each party will meet their own 

costs. 

Risk Y Disposal of public open space notice will be advertised, 

the results of which will need consideration. 
 

 

Comprehensive Impact Assessment Implications 

Equality and Diversity 
 

Y  

Safeguarding N N/A 



 

Community Safety, 

Crime and Disorder 

N N/A 

Health, Safety and 

Wellbeing 

N N/A 

Other implications N N/A 

 
Supporting Information 

 
Appendices: 
Redline Plans of land to be transferred: 

OTC2 – Junction of New Road, West Street 
OTC 3 – Fairplace 

OTC 4 – Land at rear of Lidl Supermarket 
OHPC 5 – Land at Old Town Park 
 

 
Background Papers: 
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Report to: West Devon Hub Committee  

Date: 20 November 2018 

Title: Brook Street Car Park Refurbishment 
Contract 

Portfolio Area: Environment Services – Cllr Sampson 

Wards Affected: Tavistock 

Relevant Scrutiny Committee: Overview and Scrutiny Committee 

 

Urgent Decision:   N Approval and 

clearance 
obtained: 

Y 

Date next steps can be taken: 
 

Recommendation 1 
– After Call in 28 
November 2018;  

Recommendations 2 
& 3 following 

Council 4 Dec 2018 

  

Author: Cathy Aubertin Role: CoP Lead – Environment 

Services 

Contact: Cathy.Aubertin@swdevon.gov.uk 

 

 

Recommendations:   

1. That the Hub Committee approves the recommendation to tender 
for the work required to refurbish Brook Street car park and 

stairwells; 

That Hub Committee RECOMMEND to Council that:  

2. the contract be awarded to the bidder who scores highest during 
evaluation; and 

3. the 40% share of cost payable by the Council is funded from the 

Car Parking Maintenance Earmarked Reserve. 

 

 
 

1. Executive summary  
1.1 Brook Street car park was last refurbished in approximately 2000; a 

further refurbishment is now required. 

 



 

1.2 Responsibility for the cost of such a refurbishment will be split 
between the Co-op and West Devon Borough Council, with the Co-

op funding 60% of all costs, including those for services provided 
by the South Hams Building Maintenance Team. 

 
 
2. Background  

2.1 Although West Devon Borough Council has the responsibility for 
maintaining the car park decks and walls at Brook Street car park, 

the cost of doing so is split between the Co-op and the Council, with 
the Co-op being liable for 60% of all costs. 

 

2.2 The Co-op has the responsibility for maintaining the stairwells and 
has the right to recharge 40% of this cost to the Council. 

 
2.3 The Co-op has agreed, in principle, to the refurbishment but officers 

are in discussion with the Co-op in order to ensure that a firmer 

commitment is obtained so that the contract may be awarded 
quickly once bids are received. 

  
 

3. Outcomes/outputs  
3.1 Submissions will be evaluated in accordance with the criteria set 

out in the tender documentation. 

 
3.2 Once the contract has been awarded, officers will work with the 

successful bidder to ensure that work takes place outside of busy 
periods or school holidays. 

 

3.3 It is anticipated that a phased approach will be taken, which will 
allow the car park to remain open, albeit with, on occasions, limited 

parking available. 
 
3.4 As broken lightbulbs were an ongoing problem, causing a Health & 

Safety risk to customers, all light fittings have already been 
replaced in the car park, with brighter LED bulbs, and this has 

already had a positive impact for customers.  This work was 
undertaken by South Hams Building Maintenance team and the cost 
will be split between the Co-op and the West Devon Borough 

Council’s car park budget. 
 

 
4. Options available and consideration of risk  
4.1 Disruption to customers will be limited with a phased approach to 

the refurbishment. 
 

 
5.  Proposed Way Forward 
5.1 It is proposed that the Council approves the recommendation to 

tender and award the contract for the refurbishment of Brook 
Street car park and stairwells. 

 



 

5.2 The procurement ties in with the ‘Council’ corporate priority as it 
will allow the continued delivery of efficient and effective services. 

 
 

6. Implications  
 

Implications 
 

Relevant  
to  
proposals  

Y/N  

Details and proposed measures to address  

Legal/ 

Governance 
 

Y As the contract to be awarded falls within scope of 

Public Contract Regulations 2015 (PCR 2015), it must 
be awarded in full compliance with the same. 

Financial 
 

Y It is recommended to Council that the 40% share of 
cost payable by the Council is funded from the Car 

Parking Maintenance Earmarked Reserve, which 
currently has an uncommitted balance of £362,000. 
Therefore there is sufficient funding to pay for the cost 

of this work. The use of Earmarked Reserves above an 
amount of £30,000 requires the approval of Full 

Council in the Council’s Constitution. 

Risk Y The main risk will be in connection with adverse 

reaction from members of the public to the possible 
disruption.  However, press releases and 
communication with stakeholders will alert customers 

to the work, and a phased approach will ensure that 
disruption is kept to a minimum. 

Comprehensive Impact Assessment Implications 
 

Equality and 
Diversity 

 

Y A Comprehensive Impact Assessment has been carried 
out, which demonstrates that no group is disaffected 

by this proposal.   
 
Disabled customers with a Blue Badge will have the 

option of using on-street parking or alternative off-
street car parks. 

 

Safeguarding N  

Community 
Safety, Crime 

and Disorder 

Y It is anticipated that the lighter and brighter finished 
environment will discourage youths from congregating 

in the car park, which has been an occasional concern 
in the past. 
 

Health, Safety 
and Wellbeing 

Y As above. 

Other 
implications 

N  
 

 
Supporting Information 

 
Appendices:  None 



 

 
 

 



Report to: Hub Committee  

Date: 20 November 2018 

Title: Release of s106 Funds for Open Space, Sport 
and Recreation Projects 

Portfolio Area: Customer First 

Wards Affected: Buckland Monachorum 

Exbourne 

Okehampton North 

Okehampton South 

Tavistock North 

Tavistock South West 

 

Urgent Decision: N Approval and 
clearance obtained: 

Y  

Date next steps can be taken:  
 

Following Call In 
28 Nov 2018 

  

Author: Alexis Huggins Role: Specialist – Place Making 

Contact: 01803 861406 / alexis.huggins@swdevon.gov.uk 

 

 
 

Recommendations:   

1. To approve the release or allocation of s106 funds for Open Space, 
Sport and Recreation projects as set out in the report. 

2. That where a project is identified, that agreement of specific details be 
delegated to the relevant Specialist in consultation with Ward 

Member(s) and Portfolio holder. 
3. That where an Open Space, Sport and Recreation Plan is proposed, that 

agreement of details of specific projects within the plan be delegated to 

the relevant Specialist in consultation with Ward Member(s) and 
Portfolio holder. 

4. Agreement to any substitution of alternative projects to those identified 
in Table 1 shall be delegated to the relevant Specialist in consultation 
with Ward Member(s) and Portfolio holder subject to the alternative 

being in accordance with the s106 agreement and meeting pooling 
restrictions. 

 



1. Executive summary 
 

1.1. The Council has a key role as Local Planning Authority in securing funds 
for appropriate mitigation projects in relation to development. These 

funds can be deployed either directly on Council projects or released to 
Town/Parish Councils, community groups and other organisations to 
develop projects of community benefit that assist in mitigating the impact 

of developments. The current mechanism for securing funds is through 
Section 106 (s106) of the Town and County Planning Act. 

 
1.2. The Council has secured s106 funds for a number of Open Space, Sport 

and Recreation projects. The Council’s Financial Procedure Rules require 

that where expenditure is proposed over £30,000 that this be authorised 
by the Hub Committee. The purpose of this report is to request the 

release or allocation of s106 funds over £30,000 for delivery of a number 
of projects. 

 

1.3. The release of funds will allow the provision of enhancements to open 
space, sport and recreation facilities to mitigate the impacts of specific 

developments. 
 

1.4. The report anticipates expenditure of both funds already held by WDBC, 
but also those committed in s.106 agreements but yet to be triggered by 
development. This is to allow a long term and comprehensive approach to 

be taken to projects and, in particular, allow Town and Parish Councils, 
community groups and other organisations to plan and phase projects 

and maximise chances to gain match funding from other sources. 
 

 

2. Background 
 

2.1. Where development creates an impact on a local community it is 
appropriate that reasonable mitigation be put in place to deal with that 
impact. Where the impact can’t be mitigated on the site then it is 

appropriate to seek financial contributions for offsite projects. The current 
mechanism for this is through agreements signed under Section 106 of 

the Town and Country Planning Act. For Open Space, Sport and 
Recreation, financial contributions are sought in accordance with Local 
Plan policy H2 and the Atkins 2007 Open Space, Sport and Recreation 

Study.  
 

2.2. Under the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Regulations 2012 there 
are clear constraints on the collection and use of s106 funds. The 
purposes to which the funds are applied must be:  

 
• Necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms; 

• Directly related to the development; and 
• Fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development. 

 

2.3. Since April 2015 there have been restrictions on the pooling of planning 
obligations. Only five s106 contributions can be pooled for use on the 

same infrastructure project (dating back to March 2010). The schedule of 



projects presented for agreement in this item has been reviewed in light 
of this constraint.  

 
2.4. In light of the pooling restrictions and the constraints on the collection 

and use of s106 funds through the CIL Regulations, it should be noted 
that where historically s106 agreements often referred to improvements 
to open, space, sport and recreation or community facilities within a 

parish/across the Borough, new agreements now typically name a specific 
project(s) based upon evidence of need1. 

 
2.5. The Council has secured s106 agreements for Open Space, Sport and 

Recreation projects in the following wards: 

• Buckland Monachorum; 
• Exbourne; 

• Okehampton North; 
• Okehampton South; 
• Tavistock North; and 

• Tavistock South West. 
 

2.6. Some of this money has already been received by WDBC and the 
remainder has been secured through s106 agreements and will be 

received by WDBC when the relevant triggers detailed in the agreements 
are met. It does need to be noted that if development doesn’t advance 
that the contributions won’t need to be made. 

 
2.7. Once received, funds are held in ring fenced accounts by WDBC and 

projects are then developed to deliver the required outcomes – with 
opportunities to maximise benefits for existing communities and to lever 
in additional funding being key outcomes from such projects. Most 

projects take place on third party land with the funds offered by way of a 
conditional grant which secures the Council’s interests and the specific 

requirements of the s106 agreement. 
 

2.8. The Council’s Financial Procedure Rules require that where expenditure is 

proposed over £30,000 that this be authorised by the Hub Committee. 
Detailed proposals regarding the expenditure of secured s106 funds can 

be found in section 5 of this report. 
 

3. Outcomes/outputs 

 
3.1. The desired outcome is the provision of enhancements to open space, 

sport and recreation facilities to mitigate the impacts of specific 
developments. 
 

3.2. In combination the received and anticipated funds will deliver a 
significant number of facility improvements in West Devon. Early 

agreement of the funds allows projects to be planned and phased and 
maximises chances to gain match funding from other sources. 

                                       
1 The Evidence Base includes the 2015 Playing Pitch Strategy, 2017 Open Space, Sport 

and Recreation Study (including Greenspace and Play Audits) and other relevant 

Town/Parish documents including Neighbourhood Plans. 



 
4. Options available and consideration of risk 

 
 

4.1. The Council has a legal obligation to spend the s106 funds in accordance 
with the agreements. There are two main alternative approaches for 
expenditure of the s106 funds: 

 
Option 1 – WDBC develop and deliver projects 
 

4.2. The first option is for WDBC Officers to develop and deliver projects. This 
allows more control over project plans and potentially more certainty that 

they will be delivered in accordance with the requirements of the s106 
agreement. However in most instances, projects are on third party land 

and the relevant landowner (often a Town or Parish Council/community 
group or sports group) is best placed to develop the project, lead 
community consultation and bring in other funds. If WDBC Officers 

develop and deliver projects there is also an implication with regard to 
time resource. 

 
Option 2 – WDBC pass funds to community groups/other organisations to 
develop and deliver projects 
 

4.3. The second option is to pass s106 funds to Town or Parish 

councils/community groups/other organisations to develop and deliver 
projects. Where WDBC has done this in the past the offers of grants have 

been made with the appropriate terms and conditions securing the 
interest of the Council and ensuring that the requirements of the s106 
agreements are adhered to. 

 
4.4. In Tavistock and Okehampton, WDBC will also promote the development 

of Town Open Space, Sport and Recreation Plans which will help to 
determine the local priority for spend on open space, sport and 
recreation. These plans will be informed by the relevant evidence base for 

the Joint Local Plan, namely the Playing Pitch Strategy and Open Space, 
Sport and Recreation Study (including Greenspace and Play Audits). 

 
4.5. The Neighbourhood Planning process also provides an opportunity for 

communities to consider the priorities for investing s106 funds in open 

space, sport and recreation projects. 
 

4.6. WDBC is keen to maximise benefits for communities by ensuring that 
match funding is sought wherever possible. 
 

4.7. In reality it is likely that most projects will be developed and delivered via 
Option 2, particularly given that most of them will take place on third 

party land. However some projects may be developed and delivered via 
Option 1. 
 

 
 

 



5. Proposed Way Forward  
 

5.1. Proposals for the expenditure of secured s106 funds are detailed below. 
 

5.2. Table 1 overleaf details proposed projects for consideration and 
agreement in the following wards: 
• Buckland Monachorum; 

• Exbourne; 
• Okehampton North; 

• Okehampton South; 
• Tavistock North; and 
• Tavistock South West. 

 
5.3. The final column of Table 1 lists the projects on which it is proposed the 

funds be spent. Note that in many cases a specific project(s) has already 
been named within the s106 agreement based upon evidence of need. 

 

5.4. In two instances it states that the proposed projects are to be confirmed 
through an Open Space, Sport and Recreation (OSSR) Plan. It is 

proposed that Tavistock and Okehampton be supported to produce OSSR 
Plans to ensure that all potential OSSR projects are considered and 

prioritised in consultation with local sports clubs, community groups and 
parish residents. This will ensure the most effective allocation of any 
available s106 funds. The OSSR Plan will need to be compliant with CIL 

Regs, specific requirements of the s106 agreements and any fund pooling 
restrictions. The plans will be informed by the relevant evidence base for 

the Joint Local Plan, namely the Playing Pitch Strategy and Open Space, 
Sport and Recreation Study (including Greenspace and Play Audits). 

 

5.5. Consultation with Ward Members and Town and Parish Councils will be 
undertaken to finalise the specific details of identified projects in Table 1 

or to agree priorities for spend through the OSSR Plans. 
 
5.6. In recognition that Ward Members and Town and Parish Councils might 

have different suggestions for projects, alternative projects to those 
identified in Table 1 may be substituted subject to Ward Member and 

Portfolio holder agreement (as well as compliance with the s106 
agreement and pooling restrictions).  

 

5.7. Funds identified for release are, either already available and held in an 
WDBC account, or have been secured through a s106 agreement with 

funds due to be received when the relevant trigger detailed in the 
agreement is met. No project funds will be released until all supporting 
payments have been received from the developer and banked by WDBC 

to allow the full costs to be covered. 
 

5.8. The figures given in Table 1 may vary due to: 
• Inflationary adjustments that will take place between the point at 

which the 106 is signed and the point at which the payment is 

received. 



• Housing numbers still being subject to change at the point at which 
the s106 was signed2

 and figures in Table 1 therefore being based on 

assumed dwelling numbers. Final figures will be based on the agreed 
per dwelling rate once the housing numbers have been confirmed. 

 

                                       
2 This can be the case if a planning application has been granted in outline form. 

The housing numbers are confirmed in a subsequent reserved matters 

application. 



Table 1: s106 Funds over £30,000 for Open Space Sport and Recreation Projects 

 
 
Site & Related 

Planning 

Application 

Ward Financial Contribution 

or Contribution 

Remaining and Status 

Purpose of s106 funds Proposed 

project(s) 

Crapstone, Land at 

Abbey Meadows 

0147/17/OPA 

Buckland 

Monachorum 

£2,177 per dwelling 

capital and £922.50 

maintenance (up to 22 

dwellings)(signed s106 

agreement) 

Improved play facilities at Seaton Way, 

Crapstone and improved facilities at Lady 

Seaton Playing Field, Crapstone and future 

maintenance of the identified facilities 

Seaton Way, 

Crapstone and Lady 

Seaton Playing 

Field, Crapstone 

North Tawton, 

Batheway Fields 

01037/2013 

Exbourne £54,868.04 (funds 

received) 

 

 

Improvement and maintenance of children’s 

play areas in North Tawton 

Memorial Park, 

North Tawton 

Okehampton, Land 

North of Crediton 

Road, Romansfield 

01089/2013 

Okehampton 

North  

£50,000 (signed s106 

agreement) 

Provision of playing fields benefiting the 

residents of Okehampton/provision of sports 

pitches and facilities required as a result of the 

development 

TBC through Town 

OSSR Plan  

Okehampton, Land 

South of Exeter Road 

0032/18/OPA 

Okehampton 

South 

£68,912 (signed s106 

agreement) 

New and improved sports facilities at 

Simmons Park and/or Beacon Down Hill 

Simmons Park 

and/or Beacon 

Down Hill 

Tavistock, Brook 

Lane  

0955/17/FUL 

Tavistock 

South West 

£35,040 (signed s106 

agreement) 

Improvements and ongoing maintenance of 

facilities at Crowndale pitches, Tavistock 

Crowndale pitches, 

Tavistock 

Tavistock, Butchers 

Park Hill 

00610/2015 

Tavistock 

North 

£51,791 (signed s106 

agreement) 

Enhancement and maintenance of destination 

Bannawell Street play area 

Bannawell Street 

Play Area 

£147,752 (signed s106 

agreement, £36,938 

received to date) 

Sports provision at Crowndale football facilities 

and/or Tavistock RFC Sandy Lane facilities 

and/or Tavistock Cricket Club at The Ring 

Crowndale football 

facilities and/or 

Tavistock RFC 

Sandy Lane and/or 

Tavistock Cricket 

Club at The Ring 



Site & Related 

Planning 

Application 

Ward Financial Contribution 

or Contribution 

Remaining and Status 

Purpose of s106 funds Proposed 

project(s) 

Tavistock, Callington 

Road 

00554/2013 

Tavistock 

South West 

£1,340 per dwelling (up 

to 750 dwellings) 

(signed s106 

agreement) 

Off site sports provision including (but not 

restricted to) playing pitches, courts and 

changing facilities within a distance of 5km of 

the Development and within the parish of 

Tavistock and at the site of the Tavistock 

Cricket Club 

Facilities within 5km 

of the development 

and at Tavistock 

Cricket Club. TBC 

through Town OSSR 

Plan. 

Up to £137,750 (based 

on 750 dwellings and 

calculated as £186.67 

per dwelling) (signed 

s106 agreement) 

For enhancements and maintenance of the 

Destination Play Facilities (play area 

equipment, skate park, youth shelters, BMX 

track, green gym equipment in the Tavistock 

Meadows area and within  1km of the 

boundary of the development aimed at 

attracting family and similar groups for longer 

visits) 

Tavistock Meadows 

Tavistock (Former 

Tavistock Hockey 

Club) 

11366/2008/TAV 

Tavistock 

South West 

£43,282.50 remaining 

(funds received) 

Solely for provision and maintenance of 

recreational facilities for public use at The 

Crowndale Development in Tavistock. 

Crowndale pitches, 

Tavistock 

Tavistock, New 

Launceston Road 

2022/16/OPA 

Tavistock 

North 

1,377 per dwelling (up 

to 148 dwellings) 

(signed s106 

agreement) 

Provision of an additional football pitch at 

Crowndale, Tavistock and/or the improvement 

of club facilities at the Crowndale and 

Langsford Park sites and/or improvements to 

rugby facilities at the Sandy Lane site and/or 

improvements to Tavistock Cricket Club 

pavilion and/or improvements to Tavistock 

Hockey Club facilities 

Football pitch at 

Crowndale 

 

and/or  

 

club facilities at 

Crowndale and 

Langsford Park 

 

and/or 

 

rugby facilities at 

Sandy Lane 

 

and/or 



Site & Related 

Planning 

Application 

Ward Financial Contribution 

or Contribution 

Remaining and Status 

Purpose of s106 funds Proposed 

project(s) 

 

Tavistock Cricket 

Club pavilion 

 

and/or 

 

Tavistock Hockey 

Club facilities 

£53,357.50 (signed 

s106 agreement) 

Improvements to the destination play facilities 

in the Tavistock Meadows 

Tavistock Meadows 

 

 



6. Implications 
 

Implications 
 

Relevant  
to  

proposals  
Y/N  

Details and proposed measures to address  

Legal/Governance 
 

Y  
s106 agreements are secured under Section 106 of 

the Town and Country Planning Act to support 
projects that mitigate the impact of development. 
The Council has an obligation to spend the funds in 

accordance with the terms of the agreement.  
 

It should be noted that the legislative framework 
for receipt and expenditure of s106 funds has 
become increasingly restrictive. Under the 

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Regulations 
2012 there are clear constraints on the collection 

and use of s106 funds. The purposes to which the 
funds are applied must be:  

• Necessary to make the development 

acceptable in planning terms; 
• Directly related to the development; and 

• Fairly and reasonably related in scale 
and kind to the development. 

 

Since April 2015 there have been restrictions on 
the pooling of planning obligations. Only five s106 

contributions can be pooled for use on the same 
infrastructure project (dating back to March 2010). 
 

The Council has powers to promote wellbeing under 
the General Powers of Competence in the Localism 

Act 2011.  
Financial 

 

Y The Council’s Financial Procedure Rules require that 

where expenditure over £30,000 is proposed that 
this needs to be agreed by the Hub Committee. 

 
Proposals for expenditure over £30,000 are set out 
in section 5. 

 
The expenditure relates to s106 funds specifically 

for the purpose of mitigating impacts from 
development. The parameters for expenditure (in 
particular the location and type of project that can 

be supported) are prescribed in the s106 
agreement. 

 

Risk Y There is a risk of funds not being spent in 

accordance with the s106 agreement. To address 
this, where any s106 funds are passed to 



community groups to develop and deliver projects, 

offers of grants will be made with appropriate 
terms and conditions securing the interest of the 
Council and ensuring that the requirements of the 

s106 agreements are adhered to. If ambiguity 
exists over the appropriateness of a project, 

agreement of the developer will be sought. 
 
Some s106 agreements have ‘clawback’ clauses 

allowing the developers to be re-paid the money if 
it is not spent within a certain timeframe. Thus 

there is a risk of communities losing out if money is 
not spent within the specific timeframes. Careful 
monitoring will prevent this from happening. In 

addition the development of Open Space, Sport 
and Recreation Plans for Tavistock and 

Okehampton will ensure that priorities are known 
and that projects can be readily progressed. 
 

There is a risk of funds not being allocated in 
accordance with community aspirations and that 

community benefits may not be secured for the 
long term. The development of Open Space, Sport 
and Recreation Plans for Tavistock and 

Okehampton will ensure that the Town priorities 
are known. All plans for expenditure will be agreed 

with Ward Councillors and Town/Parish Councils 
and will need to comply with the s106 agreement 

and pooling restrictions. Any recipients of grant 
offers will need to hold necessary powers and have 
a suitable organisational structure in place. Where 

necessary Community Use Agreements will be 
implemented to secure long term community use. 

 
There is a risk that the requirements of the 
Council’s Financial Procedure Rules will not be met. 

All payments will be made in accordance with the 
Rules and contracting/tendering procedures where 

relevant. 

Comprehensive Impact Assessment Implications 

 

Equality and 

Diversity 
 

Y Projects need to address accessibility issues to 

ensure access to all wherever reasonable and 
practicable. 

Safeguarding 
 

N N/A   

Community 

Safety, Crime 
and Disorder 

 

N N/A 

 



Health, Safety 

and Wellbeing 

Y Enhancements to Open Space, Sport and 

Recreation facilities are closely linked with 
improved health and wellbeing. 

Other 
implications 

N  
 

 
Supporting Information 
 

Appendices: 
 

None 
 
Background Papers: 

 
None 
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RECOMMENDATION 

That the Hub Committee: 

1.  note the results from the Council’s recent Customer 
 Satisfaction Survey and endorse the proposed actions as 

 detailed in section 5 of this report; 
 

2.  support the proposed Customer Service Standards as 

 detailed in Appendix D of this report; and 
 

3. Forward Plan be amended to include ‘Progress Against the 
Customer Service Action Plan’ as a standing agenda item 

for consideration at every meeting of the Hub Committee.   

 
1.  Executive summary  

1.1 This report is presented by the portfolio holder for Customer First 
and details the scores achieved by the Council as part of a recent 

Institute of Customer Service customer satisfaction benchmark 
survey. 

  
1.2 The report also includes recommended next steps to improve the 

Council’s customer satisfaction scores. 

 
1.3 The Council’s Overview and Scrutiny Committee considered a 

version of this report at its meeting on 6 November 2018 and, 
following a detailed debate, proceeded to recommend approval to 



 

 

the Hub Committee of each of the three recommendations outlined 
above. 

 

2.  Background  
2.1 Earlier this year the Council in partnership with South Hams District 

Council became a Member of the Institute of Customer Service. The 
Institute is an independent, not for profit membership body with 
over 480 organisational members. 80% of members are from the 

private sector and 20% from the public sector. The Institute is 
renowned for providing customer survey, benchmarking and 

training services. 
2.2 The purpose for joining the Institute of Customer Service was to 

obtain a true benchmark of our customers’ experience against the 

best private and public organisations in the country; and more 
importantly use our membership to learn from the top performing 

companies as to how best we can improve our customer service 
offering. 

 
2.3 It’s important to note top scoring organisations include Amazon, 

First Direct, O2, Marks and Spencer, BMW and government 

agencies such as HMRC and DWP. 
 

2.4 On 19 June this year the Council launched its first Institute of 
Customer Service Survey by contacting over 3,600 West Devon 
Borough Council customers.  Contact was made by either email or 

text message. A copy of the survey questions can be found at 
Appendix A of this report. The text highlighted in yellow in the 

appendix shows how the survey was tailored to suit West Devon 
customers. 
 

2.5 Customers were only contacted if they had had dealings with the 
Council within the last three months. Each email was personalised 

with the customer’s name and their reason for contacting the 
Council.  Customers were asked to provide honest and anonymous 
feedback on their recent customer experience.  Customers did this 

by clicking on a link which took them to a survey hosted on the 
Institute of Customer Service survey portal. 

 
2.6 396 West Devon customers responded to the survey.  The response 

rate exceeded the Institute of Customer Services minimum return 

rate of 100 responses as such the survey was deemed statistically 
sound. 

 
2.7 The survey responses were used by the Institute of Customer 

Service to benchmark the Council against the UK Customer 

Satisfaction Index.  The index is updated twice a year and 
canvasses the opinions of 10,000 UK customers. 

 
2.8 Results from the benchmarking can be found at Appendix B.  Key 

points to note from the results are as follows: 

 



 

 

a. The survey shows combined and individual scores for South 
Hams and West Devon Borough Councils. 

 
b. It takes organisations time to up their customer satisfaction 

scores, as shown on page 11 of Appendix B.  
 
c. The Council scores higher than the average local Council for its 

Net Promoter Score and Customer Effort scores as shown on 
pages 14 and 23 of Appendix B. 

 
d. The Council performs poorly on getting things right first time 

and keeping its customers informed as detailed on page 16 of 

Appendix B. 
 

e. Words used to describe the Council are a mixture of both 
positive and negative as detailed on page 21 and 25 of Appendix 
B.  

 
2.9 Customers have been contacted and thanked for participating in the 

survey and have been invited to join a Customer Focus Group 
should they wish to. 

 
2.10 The survey results have been shared with staff at a series of Away 

Days which took place between 21 September and 1 October.  The 

purpose of the Away Days was to analyse and reflect on the results 
with staff and to encourage staff to be active participants in 

formulating an action plan to improve customer satisfaction.  In 
particular staff were asked to focus on solutions to improve: 
 

a. Getting services right first time 
b. Keeping customers informed 

c. Showing customers they care 
d. Complaint handling  

 

2.11 The ideas generated at the Staff Away Days have helped inform a 
set of draft Council Customer Service standards. 

 
2.12 To raise awareness of the importance of Customer Service the 

Council recently participated in National Customer Service week 

which ran from 1-5 October 2018.   
 

 
3  Outcomes/outputs  
3.1 The Council is due to undertake a further Institute of Customer 

Service Customer Satisfaction Survey in October 2019.  This section 
of the report details a set of suggested 2019 survey outcomes.  The 

outcome scores have been devised by consulting with the Institute 
of Customer Service and by closely benchmarking the Council’s 
existing results against the average local council scores. 

  
3.2 Whilst the Council will look to improve all measures and scores 

ahead of a follow-up survey in October 2019. There are 3 main 



 

 

measurable outcomes that the council will look to improve over the 
next 12 months. These are; 

 
• Improvement in the overall benchmarking score 

• Improvement in the ‘right first time’ score 
• Improvement in the ‘keeping customers informed’ score 

 

 
 

 
3.3 Outcome 1 

A minimum 5.1 point improvement in the Council’s overall 

benchmarking score in 12 months’ time when the Council conducts 
its next Customer Satisfaction Survey.  Thereby bringing the 

Council’s score in line with the average national UKCSI (UK 
Customer Service Index) for local councils of 63.4 
 

3.4 A stretch target of a 7.5 improvement, being mindful however that 
Institute of Customer Service figures show that local council scores 

have improved on average by only 1 point per year over the last 10 
years to reach the current figure of 63.4 out of 100 points.  See 

graph below. 
 
 

 
  

3.5 Outcome 2 
A minimum 15% uplift to the Council’s ‘right first time’ score in next 
year’s Customer Satisfaction Survey.  Thereby bringing the 

Council’s score to 56.3% and slightly surpassing the average 
national UKCSI (UK Customer Service Index) for local councils of 

56.2% 



 

 

 
3.6 Clearly we should strive to get all services delivered ’right first time’ 

every time and will make every effort to exceed this 56.3% target. 
 

3.7 Outcome 3 
A minimum 1.2 point uplift to the Council’s ‘keeping customers 
informed’ score in next year’s Customer Satisfaction Survey.  

Thereby bringing the Council’s score to 6.2 and in line with the 
average national UKCSI (UK Customer Service Index) for local 

councils of 6.2 out of 10 points. 
 

3.8 A stretch target of a 2.7 point uplift bringing the Council in line with 

the UKCSI average for all service sectors. 
 

 
4  Options available and consideration of risk  
4.1 Do nothing option 

The Council could chose to disregard the results of the Council’s 
recent Customer Satisfaction Survey and take no further action.  

However, in doing so the Council would be failing to act upon 
valuable customer feedback and would be at risk of reputational 

harm. 
 

4.2 Take action option 

By setting targets as detailed in section 3 above and devising an 
action plan as outlined in section 5 below the Council is proactively 

responding to the Customer Survey results.  It is therefore deemed 
appropriate to pursue this option. 
 

4.3 It is important to note that the targets detailed in section 3 will be 
 delivered without any additional resources. Any changes in external 

 factors such as additional budget pressures or changes in central 
 government priorities could impact on our ability to deliver the 
 action plan detailed in section 5. 

 
 

5. Proposed Way Forward  
5.1 In order to meet the outcomes outlined in section 3 above it is 
 recommended that officers pursue the actions illustrated in the 

 timeline shown in Appendix C attached.  A detailed description of 
 each action is given in paragraphs 5.2 to 5.14 below. 

 
5.2  Customer Service Standards 

Based on feedback from Members and comments provided by staff 

at the recent customer satisfaction staff away days it is apparent 
that there is a need for the Council to adopt a set of clear Customer 

Service Standards.  Preliminary research has been undertaken to 
look at service standards operated by other local councils.  Attached 
is a set of draft standards that officers would welcome Members 

views on in order that a set of service standards can be adopted by 
the end of November this year.  Please see Appendix D. 
 



 

 

5.3 Customer communication review  
 Launch and promote a set of Customer Service Standards and 

 systematically review communication to customers to ensure 
 standards are met.  
 

5.4 Standardised team meetings 
 Ensure all team meetings feature customer satisfaction and 

 routinely ask did we get it ‘right first time’ this week? Resulting in 
 teams taking ownership of service failures and regularly reviewing 

 complaints and compliments to hone their service offering. 
 

5.5 Recording mechanism to review and act upon service failure 

 Devise a standardised form and process to be used by teams and 
 Members when they identify specific service failures and ideas for 
 service improvements. 

 
5.6 Focused snagging team 

 Through the Council’s Programme Board establish a group of 
 officers to act as a snagging team to review and coordinate 
 suggested service improvements. Thereby ensuring improvements 

 complement one another and do not cause undue service failure 
 elsewhere in the organisation. 
 

5.7 End to end review of high volume services 
 Assign resource to both Waste and Development Management 

 services to conduct systematic end to end service reviews.  It is 
 envisaged these reviews will highlight  ways in which processes 
 might be simplified and improved.  Thereby making the customer’s 

 experience when engaging with  these services much more 
 satisfying and less open to complaint.  
 

5.8 Customer focus groups 
 Establish customer focus groups to test high impact processes prior 

 to going live and rolling out to the rest of the public. 
 

5.9 Regular ‘how was it for you’ surveys 

 Introduce weekly surveys for completed processes where
 customers are contacted via their preferred method of contact and 

 simply asked ‘how was it for you’ and ‘what could we do to 
 improve’.  The rationale for introducing these quick weekly surveys 
 is to gauge a gradual understanding of whether service is improving 

 as opposed to waiting 12 months for the main Customer 
 Satisfaction Survey to be conducted. 

 
5.10 Ongoing staff training 
 It is anticipated that the regular ‘how was it for you’ surveys 

 and service reviews will highlight the need for staff training in areas 
 such as inbox management, use of plain English, managing 

 expectations, etc.   Staff resource from the Council’s HR and 
 Communication Teams has been factored in to aid the delivery of 

 necessary training. 
 



 

 

5.11 Monitor staff performance 
 Ensure all staff are performance managed against each of the 

 Council’s service standards through regular one to one meetings 
 with their manager and identify any areas for celebration or 

 improvement.   
 
5.12 Prominent progress reporting  

 In order that all Members can chart the progress made in improving 
 customer satisfaction it is proposed regular progress reports are 

 provided in the weekly Members’ Bulletin and at monthly Hub 
 meetings. To motivate staff it is proposed progress is reported in 
 the weekly staff newsletter the Friday Flash and that the general 

 public are kept informed of the Council’s progress via the Annual 
 Report published in May and via minutes of Hub Committee 

 meeting on Modern Gov the portal containing all Council minutes. 
 
5.13 National Customer Service Week 2019 and survey launch   

 Participate in National Customer Service week commencing on 7 
 October 2019 and use it as a launch for the Council’s second 

 Institute of Customer Service Customer Satisfaction Survey. 
 

5.14 Review 2019 Customer Satisfaction Results 
 In January 2020 present the findings of the second Institute of 
 Customer Service Customer Survey results to the Council’s 

 Overview and Scrutiny Committee. 
  

6.  Implications  
 

Implications 
 

Relevant  
to  
proposals  

Y/N  

Details and proposed measures to address  

Legal/Governance 

 

Y The Hub Committee can take these decisions in 

accordance with the Council Constitution.  In 
addition, the Hub Committee is required to publish 

an accurate and up to date Forward Plan. 

Financial 

 

Y There are no financial implication as a result of this 

report that have not already been budgeted for. 

Risk Y A failure to review and act upon customer 
satisfaction levels could lead to:  

Lack of coherent delivery 
Reputational harm 

Ineffective use of resources 
Poor quality service 

These risks are mitigated by:  
The recommendations outlined in this report 

Comprehensive Impact Assessment Implications 

Equality and 
Diversity 

 

 None – no policy or service change is proposed in 
this report. 



 

 

Safeguarding 

 

 None – no policy or service change is proposed in 

this report. 
 

Community 
Safety, Crime 
and Disorder 

 

 None – no policy or service change is proposed in 
this report. 

Health, Safety 

and Wellbeing 

 None – no policy or service change is proposed in 

this report. 

Other 

implications 

 None 

 

 

APPENDICES 
Appendix A – Customer Survey Questions 

Appendix B – Customer Survey Results 
Appendix C – Customer Satisfaction Action Plan Timeline 
Appendix D – Draft Customer Service Standards 
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 Business Benchmarking & West Devon Borough Council 
This survey will take no more than 10 minutes to complete.
Thank you for taking the time to help us.

Because UKCSI is a standardised benchmarking survey, not all the questions may seem relevant 
to you. If that's the case, please use the "N/A" box for that question.

Q1. Thinking about your most recent contact with West Devon Borough Council, did you deal with 
them… (Single option)

In person (e.g. visited a store/branch/office) ASK SECTION 1 & 2 & 7
Over the phone (e.g. called a contact centre) ASK SECTION 1 & 3 & 7
In writing ASK SECTION 1 & 5 & 7
Email ASK SECTION 1 & 5 & 7
Text ASK SECTION 1 & 6 & 7
Web Chat ASK SECTION 1 & 6 & 7
App ASK SECTION 1 & 4 & 7
Social Media ASK SECTION 1 & 6 & 7
On their website ASK SECTION 1 & 4 & 7

Q2.. Thinking about your most recent contact with West Devon Borough Council, what was the 
main purpose of this contact? (Mark one only)

 Getting a quotation/looking at the products or services on offer Applying for something
 Making a purchase payment
 Enquiry/asking a question
 About a problem or complaint
 A regular appointment/check
 An appointment or check made due to an issue or problem
 Checking your account information/receiving a regular account statement or bill
 Other (Record comment)

Please tell us how satisfied or dissatisfied you are with West Devon Borough Council by scoring 
the list of factors below.  If you have no experience or views on any of the items please click the 
N/A (not applicable) button. 

Section 1: General
So thinking about your last experience of West Devon Borough Council, what score would you give 
for:

Exceptionally      Exceptionally
dissatisfied                              satisfied
1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10     N/A

 Reputation of the organisation 
 Product/service quality
 Product/service reliability
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 Quality of information/advice
 Handling of enquiries
 Being kept informed
 Ease of doing business
 Billing
 Price/cost

Section 2: In Person
And thinking about your last experience of West Devon Borough Council, what score would you 
give for: 

Exceptionally      Exceptionally
dissatisfied                                satisfied
1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10     N/A

 Speed of service
 Helpfulness of staff
 Competence of staff

Section 3: Over the phone
And thinking about your last experience of West Devon Borough Council, what score would you 
give for: 

Exceptionally      Exceptionally
dissatisfied                                    satisfied
1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10     N/A

 The ease of getting through
 Helpfulness of staff
 Competence of staff
 On time delivery/resolution
 Condition of delivered goods/service

Section 4: Website / App
And thinking about your last experience of West Devon Borough Council, what score would you 
give for: 

Exceptionally      Exceptionally
dissatisfied                                satisfied
1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10     N/A

 Ease of finding what you want
 The check-out online process
 Availability of support
 On time delivery/resolution
 Condition of delivered goods/service

Section 5: Writing/Letter/Email
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And thinking about your last experience of West Devon Borough Council, what score would you 
give for: 

Exceptionally      Exceptionally
dissatisfied                               satisfied
1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10     N/A

 Speed of response
 On time delivery/resolution
 Condition of delivered goods/service

Section 6: Text / Social Media / Web Chat
And again thinking about your last experience of West Devon Borough Council, what score would 
you give for:

Exceptionally 
dissatisfied

Exceptionally
 satisfied

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 N/A
 Speed of response           

Section 7: West Devon Borough Council Overall
And finally thinking about how you see West Devon Borough Council, what score would you give 
for:

Exceptionally 
dissatisfied

Exceptionally
 satisfied

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 N/A
 Ability to interact with 

West Devon Borough 
Council in the way you 
prefer

 Cares about their 
customers

 Open and transparent
 You trust West Devon 

Borough Council

Q3. How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with West Devon Borough Council overall?
                                                    Exceptionally                    Exceptionally
                                                    dissatisfied                                    satisfied

   1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10
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Q4. Thinking about your overall experience of West Devon Borough Council, if you had the choice, 
how likely would you be to: 

      Extremely       Extremely     
      unlikely   likely
      1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10     N/A

 Stay as a customer of West Devon Borough Council
 Buy/use another product/service from West Devon Borough Council

Q5. Thinking about your overall experience of West Devon Borough Council, if you had the choice, 
how likely would you be to: 

     Extremely                        Extremely     
     unlikely        likely
     0    1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10     N/A

 Recommend West Devon Borough Council to friends or relatives

Q6. How much effort did you have to make to complete your transaction, enquiry or request on this 
occasion?

                     A lot of effort             Very little effort
                                                10     9     8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1      N/A

Q7. What three words would you use to describe your most recent experience with West Devon 
Borough Council Word 1: __________________________
Word 2: __________________________
Word 3: __________________________

Q7b. Thinking about your most recent contact with West Devon Borough Council, was everything 
right first time?

 Yes
 No {ROUTE TO Q7c}
 Don’t know/Not applicable

Q7c. If ‘No’ – Did you need to make follow up contact as a result of this?
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 Yes {ROUTE TO Q7d}
 No
 Don’t know/Not applicable

Q7d. If ‘Yes’ – How many times? (Record number)

Q8. Have you had any kind of problem or bad experience with West Devon Borough Council in the 
last 3 months?
a. Yes (ROUTE TO Q9)
b. No (ROUTE TO Q11)

Q9. Did you tell anyone at West Devon Borough Council about your problem?
a. Yes (ROUTE TO Q10)
b. No (ROUTE TO Q11)
 
Q10. Please give a score out of 10 to indicate how satisfied or dissatisfied you feel with the items 
below. If your complaint is not yet resolved please click the N/A button for ‘the final outcome of 
your complaint’. 

Exceptionally      Exceptionally
dissatisfied                                satisfied
1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10     N/A

 The outcome of the complaint
 The handling of the complaint
 Staff understanding the issue
 Staff doing what they say they will do
 The attitude of staff
 Speed of resolving your complaint

Q11. What one thing do you think West Devon Borough Council should improve? (Open comment 
question)

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THE SURVEY YOUR VIEWS ARE APPRECIATED
You can visit the website to find out more about the UKCSI: Click here
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South Hams District Council and West 

Devon Borough Council benchmarked with 

the January 2018 UKCSI Public Services 

(Local) sector results
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Business Benchmarking │An introduction to the 

UKCSI

• UK’s largest cross-sector customer benchmarking 

study

• Over 10,000 customers; 46,500 responses 

• 13 sectors   

• 35 metrics of customer experience 

• Future customer behaviours, NPS, customer 

effort, right first time, trust, reputation 

• Channel usage and satisfaction  

• Drivers of complaints and complaint handling

• Published in January and July 

A barometer of the state of customer 

satisfaction in the UK 

UKCSI January 2018 | Public Services (Local) sector 

results
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UKCSI vs Business Benchmarking│Key facts

Business Benchmarking UKCSI

Customer 

Sample 

• Survey sample selected and provided by

your organisation 

• Typically c. 200 responses  from your 

customers 

• You choose a sector benchmark from 13 

sectors 

• Online panel of 10,000 customers 

• Representative of UK population

• 3,000 responses per sector

• Customer chooses an organisation to rate 

(based on interaction in the last three months)

Timing 
Survey takes place at a time agreed by the 

Institute and your organisation

• Published January and July

• Fieldwork approx. 3 months before publication 

Measures

• Based on measures in the UKCSI

• Includes channel usage and satisfaction 

• Additional / bespoke questions may be 

added if agreed with the Institute before 

the survey commences 

• 35 metrics of customer experience, based on 

the Institute’s research into customers’ priorities 

• Channel usage and satisfaction available in 

sector reports  

• Complaints insight available in sector reports   

Index 

Calculation 
Your organisation’s scores are calculated on 

the same basis as the UKCSI

• Responses on a 1 to10 scale

• Index score for each measure is mean average 

of all responses

• UKCSI for each organisation is the average of 

all of its customers’ satisfaction scores, 

weighted by importance based on customer 

priorities’ research 
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Business Benchmarking │Top 20 customer 

priorities

More information about customer 

priorities is available in UKCSI 

July 2017: The state of 

customer satisfaction in the UK

Download here

UKCSI January 2018 | Public Services (Local) sector 

results

https://www.instituteofcustomerservice.com/research-insight/research-library/ukcsi-the-state-of-customer-satisfaction-in-the-uk-july-2017
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Business Benchmarking │Methodology: further notes

Customer Effort

This metric is based on the question:

“How much effort did you have to make to complete your transaction, 

enquiry or request on this occasion” (1-10 scale). 

A lower score signifies less effort required on the part of the customer.

Organisations use Customer Effort scores to:

• Understand and benchmark “ease of doing business”

• Gauge their efficiency and speed in dealing with customers

Customer effort is most appropriate in service situations where 

customers don’t want to be dealing with the organisation and/or seek 

to minimise the time/effort spent completing their transaction or 

enquiry.

Net Promoter Score (NPS)

This metric is based on “likelihood to recommend” scores.

The NPS formula used in UKCSI is:

% of respondents scoring 9/10 (out of 10) on likelihood to recommend 

MINUS % of respondents scoring 0-6 on likelihood to recommend 

EQUALS Net Promoter Score for the organisation

Organisations use NPS to:

• Track levels of satisfaction and recommendation

• Gauge their ability to create “promoters”, while minimising 

“detractors”.

UKCSI January 2018 | Public Services (Local) sector 

results
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Business Benchmarking │How to use it to improve customer 

satisfaction

Business Benchmarking insight check

• Identify your strengths and weaknesses compared to the UK and sector 

averages 

• Understand the mix of channels your customers use and how satisfaction 

varies by channel

• Look at the range of organisations scores on the measures in your sector: 

identify the opportunities for differentiation 

• Track progress against your previous Business Benchmarking surveys 

Identify potential 

issues and areas of 

focus 

Check against your 

own customer 

verbatim analysis / 

surveys 

Check against 

current customer 

service improvement 

initiatives  

Create improvement 

plans and set 

measures to assess 

impact 

Track impact
Communicate your 

results within your 

organisation

UKCSI January 2018 | Public Services (Local) 

sector results
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Public Services (Local)

UKCSI Overall

Satisfaction trends

Business Benchmarking │South Hams District Council and West Devon Borough Council
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UK Customer Satisfaction Index (UKCSI)

Business Benchmarking │South Hams District Council and West Devon Borough Council
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UK Customer Satisfaction Index (UKCSI)

Business Benchmarking │South Hams District Council and West Devon Borough Council
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Net Promoter Score and Customer Effort

Business Benchmarking │South Hams District Council and West Devon Borough Council
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Business Benchmarking │South Hams District Council and West Devon Borough Council
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Satisfaction and intention to remain a customer

Business Benchmarking │South Hams District Council and West Devon Borough Council

*Retention score is based on responses to the question:

‘How likely would you be to stay as a customer of XX?’

1= Extremely unlikely     10= Extremely likely
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Satisfaction and intention to recommend

Business Benchmarking │South Hams District Council and West Devon Borough Council

*Recommendation score is based on responses to the question:

‘How likely would you be to recommend XX to friends or relatives?’

0= Extremely unlikely     10= Extremely likely
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Range of scores against customer priorities

Business Benchmarking │South Hams District Council and West Devon Borough Council

Comparisons were only made between companies with base sizes over 10. Factors with less than 4 companies scoring them were removed from the analysis.
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Word cloud

The word cloud shows which words were used the most when customers described their most recent experience with South Hams 

District Council and West Devon Borough Council. The bigger the word the more times it was mentioned.

Business Benchmarking │South Hams District Council and West Devon Borough Council
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West Devon Borough Council - Results
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UK Customer Satisfaction Index (UKCSI)

Business Benchmarking │West Devon Borough Council
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Business Benchmarking │West Devon Borough Council
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Word cloud

The word cloud shows which adjectives were used the most when customers described their most recent experience with South 

Hams District Council and West Devon Borough Council - West Devon Borough Council

Business Benchmarking │ West Devon Borough Council
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ACTION DURATION Q3 2018/19 Q4 2018/19 Q1 2019/20 Q2 2019/20 Q3 2019/20 Q4 2019/20

Customer Service Standards Launch One off

Promotion and Review of Customer Communication On going

Right First Time Team Meetings Weekly

Introduction of Recording Mechanism for Service Failure One off

Snagging Team Meetings Fortnightly

High Volume Service Review 2 months

Customer Focus Groups Half day

How was it for you?' Surveys Weekly

Staff Training On going

Staff Performance Monitoring On going

Progress Reporting Weekly

National Customer Service Week First week in October

Customer Satisfaction Survey Run for up to 4 weeks

Preparation and Review of Survey Results 2 months





 

 

CUSTOMER SERVICE STANDARDS 

 

 We will use plain English and be upfront and honest about what you 

can expect from us and when 
 

 We will provide a wide choice of ways to contact us: 
 

24/7 online 

Where you can pay, book, apply, report and give feedback 
 

By phone 
We aim to answer your calls to our switchboard number within 5 

minutes, and try to sort things out for you there and then 
 
By email or letter 

If you write to us, we aim to reply within 5 working days with an 
acknowledgement, a named contact and a deadline for resolving your 

issue 
 

 We will provide support if you are a vulnerable person or cannot access 

the internet 
 

 We will keep you informed throughout your contact with us 
 





Report to: Hub Committee 

Date: 20th November 2018 

Title: Heart of the South West Joint Committee Update  

Portfolio Area: Strategy & Commissioning, Leader of the Council 

Wards Affected: All 

Urgent Decision:    N Approval and clearance 
obtained: 

Y 

Date next steps can be taken: After Council Approval  

Author: Darren 

Arulvasagam 

Role: Group Manager, Business 

Development 

Contact: darren.arulvasagam@swdevon.gov.uk 

 

RECOMMENDATION  

That Hub Committee RECOMMEND to Council to: 

(a) Note the progress report setting out the work of the Heart of the South West (HotSW) 
Joint Committee since its establishment in March 2018; 

(b) Agree to delegate the development and endorsement of the HotSW Local Industrial 
Strategy (LIS) to the HotSW Joint Committee (noting that final approval of the HotSWLIS 
rests with the HotSW Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) and the Government); 

(c) Note the Heart of the South West Joint Committee Budget statement for 2018/19 set out 
in Appendix B and that in accordance with the decisions taken at the time the Committee 
was established the Council will be asked to make an annual budgetary provision 
(£1,400 for West Devon Borough Council) to meet the support costs of the Joint 
Committee in line with the 2018/19 contribution.  Final clarification on any additional 
2019/20 Heart of the South West Joint Committee budget requirement will be provided 
following the completion of the review of the Joint Committee’s role, function and 
management support arrangements and development of its work programme for 
2019/20. 

(d) To agree the Budget and Cost-sharing Agreement set out in Appendix B to this report. 

 
1. Executive summary  
1.1       In January 2018, the HotSW Joint Committee was formally established by 

the councils and organisations involved since 2015 in the devolution 
partnership.  The Committee is tasked with improving productivity across 

the HotSW area in collaboration with the HotSW LEP and other 
organisations as necessary.    

  

1.2       The Committee has met formally three times in 2018, in March, June and 
October.   In addition to this the management structure that sits behind 

the Committee and involves Chief Executives and senior officers from 
across the partnership has met regularly to drive the business of the 



Committee.  The Committee is chaired by Cllr David Fothergill, Leader of 
Somerset County Council and the Vice-Chair is Cllr John Tucker, Leader of 

South Hams District Council.  
 

1.3       This report summarises the progress made by the Committee over recent 
months in key areas of activity and sets out actions proposed in the 
coming months. As part of this report there are specific recommendations 

for the constituent authorities to consider.   
 

2. Key achievements 
2.1 At each of our meetings the Committee has been briefed on recent inward 

investment successes achieved through the work of the local authorities 

and the LEP and it is these successes that we wish to add to through the 
work of the Joint Committee.    

(a)     Influencing government 

The partnership’s original focus in 2015 was to explore opportunities on 
offer through devolution to improve productivity.   Since the Committee 

was created   the influencing role has continued to be central to the work 
of the Joint Committee and recent months have seen successes in this 

area.  Government policy changes and Brexit have required the 
partnership to be flexible to present a united front to Government and 

respond to the changes.    

As an example, the Government has increasingly moved away from its 
devolution policy approach of 2015 and the partnership is now engaged in 

more flexible and targeted dialogues with Government.   This approach is 
proving successful so demonstrating the benefits of presenting a single 

compelling partnership vision between the business and public sectors.    

The Committee is keen to demonstrate its ability to deliver Government 
objectives as well as local priorities so accessing help beyond our 

boundaries is critical to the success of the partnership. It is already 
apparent that the Joint Committee / LEP Partnership carries a critical mass 

that the Government is responding to through policy announcements and 
on-going dialogue with Government officials.    

The most significant announcement is the recent inclusion of the HotSW 

LEP area in wave 2 of developing Local Industrial Strategies (LIS).  This 
success is due in large part to the close alignment of the Joint Committee 

and the LEP on the Productivity Strategy [see (b) below].  Much of the 
activity detailed below has resulted directly from discussions with 
Government.   

(b)     Approval of the HotSW Productivity Strategy 

(i)      In March the Committee and the LEP Board agreed a challenging HotSW 

Productivity Strategy which set an ambition of “Doubling the size of the 
Heart of the South West’s economy over 20 years” with a vision of 
“Productivity and prosperity for all”.    

(ii)     The Strategy identifies three strategic themes to improve productivity by 
strengthening and developing:  

a. the leadership and ideas within businesses in our area 



b. the housing, connectivity and infrastructure our people and businesses 
rely on for living, moving goods, accessing jobs and training, and 

exploiting new opportunities.  

c. the ability of people in our area to work, learn and improve their skills 

in a rapidly changing global economy, and to maximise their economic 
potential. 

(iii) In addition, there are three cross-cutting themes, referred to throughout 

the Strategy: 

a. Inclusive growth for our people, communities and places 

b. Capitalising on our distinctive assets 

c. Maximising the potential from digital technology 

The Strategy can be viewed at: 

https://heartofswlep.co.uk/about-the-lep/how-we-work/productivity-strategy/ 

(c)    Endorsement of the Delivery Plan.    

This document is key to the delivery of the Productivity Strategy and will 
be further developed as explained below. It is a live action plan that will 
be used to track performance locally and may also form the basis of 

annual progress reports to Government, as required under the recent 
national review of LEPs.    

It is broadly divided into two sections – a ‘core offer’ focussing on 
programmes that deliver Business Support and Employment and Skills, as 
well as ‘enablers’ including housing delivery, transport, and other 

infrastructure that is essential to support economic growth. These 
activities apply across the whole of the HotSW area. A further section 

focuses on programmes of activity linked to the agreed set of 
‘opportunities’ that are specific to the HotSW area.  

The Plan incorporates  current as well as future, planned activity, and is 
being produced in stages depending on how well developed the 
programmes of activity for each theme are. The current version features 

the opportunities that are at the most advanced stage, namely: Digital 
(Photonics); Advanced Engineering (marine and nuclear); High Value 

Tourism; Farming, Fishing and Food.  By spring 2019 it will be expanded 
to include: Healthy Ageing; further Digital (Creative and Big Data); 
Advanced Engineering (aerospace); Construction; and Defence.  Place 

markers have also been included for inclusive growth and natural capital 
to be developed as part of the next phase of work.   The current version of 

the Delivery Plan can be viewed at:  
http://www.hotswjointcommittee.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/HotSW-Draft-

Delivery-Plan-October-2018.pdf 

 (d)    An Opportunities Prospectus has been extracted from the Delivery Plan 

and will be used with local MPs, Ministers and senior Government officials 
as part of continuing to raise the profile of the HotSW area at a critical 
time ahead of the 2019 Spending Review and the anticipated launch of the 

UK Shared Prosperity Fund towards the end of 2019. The document will be 
circulated to MPs prior to the Chancellor’s autumn statement as part of the 

influencing approach.  



To ensure that the Prospectus document has some longevity, the key 
strategic ‘asks’ of Government have been set out in a covering letter, 

jointly signed by the Chairs of the Joint Committee and the LEP.  As we 
develop the Delivery Plan, further asks will emerge and be submitted to 

Ministers. The list of asks submitted in October is attached as Appendix A 
to this report.   The Prospectus document can be viewed at: 
http://www.hotswjointcommittee.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/HotSW-

Opportunities-Prospectus-October-2018.pdf 

(e)     Housing is a key enabling opportunity for the Joint Committee.  Following 
a housing audit to gauge Local Plan progress on targets and delivery 

rates, a HotSW Housing Summit was held in September with key agencies 
including Homes England.   The outcome of this successful event was an 
agreement to work closely with Homes England to develop a bespoke 

package of offers and asks with Government which will help us to 
successfully deliver the ambitious housing programmes we have across 

our area. A Housing Sector Task Force of strategic leaders and officers has 
been established to develop our proposition to Government and to work 
with Homes England which will report to the Joint Committee. 

(f)      National Infrastructure Commission (NIC) 

The Joint Committee is seeking to secure a growth corridor study following 

helpful discussions with the NIC. Initial discussions with the Chair of the 
Commission were well received and the Joint Committee was encouraged 
to submit a business case to the Chancellor who will ultimately make a 

decision as to whether to fund a study.  

A proposal was submitted to the Chancellor in October. The study would 

be similar to the one conducted by the NIC for Cambridge-Milton Keynes-
Oxford. It would help the HotSW partnership to better understand the 
constraints to higher levels of productivity by highlighting where 

investment in strategic infrastructure could unlock faster growth over the 
long term. The initial focus for the study would be along the A38/M5 

transport spine, recognising that investment would have benefits for the 
whole of the HotSW area and wider south west.    

(g)     Brexit Resilience Opportunities Group.    

The Joint Committee has consistently lobbied Government that any 
powers that move back from the EU under Brexit must not stop at 

Whitehall.   This senior officer group was established by the Joint 
Committee to research and advise on the opportunities and risks to the 
HotSW.   

The Group has been collating evidence on some of the key risks and 
opportunities for our unique economy and has conducted research in the 

following areas:  workforce, construction industry, agriculture and land 
management; food and farming, fisheries and post Brexit funding to 

support the economy.  The Group is also collating the risk and impact 
analysis of Brexit on local government such as service delivery and 
community resilience.   

The Group has fed directly into the Local Government Association briefing 
papers and to key Government departments to raise the profile of the 

area.  With the Brexit departure date looming and several ‘deal’ scenarios 



still possible, this work has become ever more important.  A Brexit Joint 
Regional Sounding Board event planned, as part of the 12th November LEP 

Conference, will be an opportunity for business and public sector to 
engage with Government representatives from Defra, BEIS, and MHCLG 

on preparedness.  The Group is working with Cornwall on issues of mutual 
interest and concern.  

(h)     Sub-National Transport Body   

Linked to the Joint Committee’s work on infrastructure is the imminent 
establishment of a South West Peninsula Shadow Sub-National Transport 

Body (covering Somerset, Devon, Cornwall, Plymouth and Torbay) which 
will develop a sub-national Transport Strategy to work with Government 
to deliver investment in our major transport infrastructure.  

In the short-term this will be an informal partnership, however a current 
‘ask’ of Government is that they endorse the creation of a statutory Sub-

National Transport Body for the Peninsula, and a separate body for the 
South West around the east of the region. These two new transport bodies 
will provide a platform for strategic discussions with Government on 

priorities for the region over the long term.  

2.2 Next steps: 

 In addition to what is outlined above, the Joint Committee / LEP 
partnership will: 

(a)     Develop an Investment Framework for the Delivery Plan so that priorities 
for delivery and project opportunities can be delivered via investment 
from a range of sources. 

(b)     Review the roles and functions of both bodies through a governance 
review to acknowledge the revised and enhanced focus given to LEPs by 

the Government.   This work will include a review of the management 
support arrangements.  The Joint Committee and the LEP will continue to 
share responsibilities across the Productivity Strategy and the Delivery 

Plan with the LEP leading on areas closely linked to the LIS and the Joint 
Committee leading on other areas such as housing and infrastructure.    

The need for close collaboration between the two has never been more 
important as we look to further influence Government policy and actions 
over the next 12 months and beyond. 

3. Local Industrial Strategy (LIS)    

3.1 The inclusion of the HotSW LEP area in the second wave of areas to 

benefit from working with the Government to develop their Local 
Industrial Strategies (LIS) is a considerable achievement for the Joint 
Committee and the LEP.   The first wave ’trailblazers’ were the urban 

conurbations of Greater Manchester, the West Midlands and Cambridge-
Milton Keynes-Oxford. The partnership had been pushing to be in the 

second wave and had raised the ask with Government Ministers and 
officials over a number of months. It was therefore very welcome that 
HotSW was announced in July as being part of wave 2. 

 3.2    By working closely with Government to develop our Local Industrial 
Strategy we will be able to jointly agree the long term transformational 



opportunities that will help deliver the asks specific to our area and 
influence wider Government policy and delivery.    

3.3     Local Industrial Strategies will focus on the foundations of productivity and 
identify transformational opportunities with partners across Ideas, People, 

Infrastructure, Business Environment and Place.   The Strategy will be led 
by local people and businesses, allowing local leaders to harness the 
strengths of their own areas; ensure that the benefits of growth are 

realised by all; and provide the right conditions for improving the 
prosperity of communities throughout the area. 

3.4     Ultimate approval of the LIS rests with the LEP in collaboration with the 
Government.   The LIS guidance requires the LEP to collaborate on the 
development of the LIS with a range of stakeholders including the local 

authorities and other partners.  

3.5     The LEP’s proposed timetable is to have the final LIS agreed between the 

LEP and the Government by June 2019.   Fortunately, HotSW partners are 
better placed than many areas to meet this timetable as the work done by 
the Joint Committee and the LEP to build and test the evidence base for 

the Productivity Strategy and Delivery Plan has set the foundation; the LIS 
will be a natural extension of this.   

3.6     The Joint Committee is ideally placed to provide both collective and 
council level input into the development of the LIS, although final approval 

rests with the LEP. The validity and positioning of the document would be 
immeasurably strengthened by the involvement and general endorsement 
of all the constituent authorities, and by other partners including the 

business community. To enable the development of the LIS to be taken 
forward at pace, and to demonstrate alignment with partners across the 

area, it is proposed that local authority input is developed, coordinated 
and signed off by the Joint Committee. The powers of (and delegations to) 
the Committee are tightly focussed around the Productivity Strategy under 

the current governance arrangements, so approval needs to be sought 
from the constituent authorities to formally delegate the Council’s 

responsibilities for contributing to and signing off the HotSW Local 
Industrial Strategy (LIS) to the Joint Committee.  The recommendations 
provide the opportunity for the Council to influence and shape the LIS as 

well as provide content.  To ensure that there is wide buy-in to the 
development of the LIS across the constituent authorities, a portfolio 

holder engagement event is planned for 23 November 2018 

4       Heart of the South West Joint Committee Budget and Cost Sharing 
Agreement  

4.1  The Joint Committee has been kept informed of its budgetary position to 
provide assurance that it is operating within its budget.  This section of 

the report includes: 

(a)   a summary of the Heart of the South West Joint Committee’s current 
budget position for 2018/19 -  see Appendix B  

(b)   a Heart of the South West Joint Committee Budget and Cost Sharing 
Agreement (B&CSA) which is a development of the Inter-Authority 

Agreement agreed by the constituent authorities at the time the 
Committee was established – see Appendix B 



(c)    An indicative Heart of the South West Joint Committee budget request for 
2019/20 to the constituent authorities.  

4.2  Appendix B summarises the position on the operating and support budget 
of the Heart of the South West Joint Committee.   It shows a variation of 

the income for 2018/19 expected at the time of the Committee’s 
establishment with a larger than anticipated underspend carried forward 
from the work on devolution during the 2015 to 2018 period.   This 

together with the contributions agreed by the constituent authorities have 
given the Committee a larger than anticipated budget for 2018/19.   

4.3 In terms of the anticipated Heart of the South West Joint Committee 
spend for 2018/19 the current position suggests that the Committee will 
be able to operate within budget and should achieve an underspend to be 

carried forward to 2019/20 to help offset the future budget requirement 
for the Joint Committee.  The current underspend is around £40k.  It 

should be noted however that not all commitments for 2018/19 have yet 
been identified.     

4.4 At the time of the Committee’s establishment the Inter Authority 

Agreement referred to the development of a B&CSA and included some 
headings to be included within it. Appendix B sets out the draft B&CSA.  It 

is a relatively simple document proportionate to the small size of the 
Heart of the South West Joint Committee budget and the limited financial 

risk to each constituent authority.  It explains the role of the administering 
authority as well as the responsibilities of the constituent authorities. The 
Joint Committee has approved the B&CSA and all Section 151 Officers of 

the constituent authorities have been consulted on its contents.    The 
document now requires the formal approval of the constituent authorities. 

4.5 In terms of the Joint Committee’s budget for 2019/20 the work 
programme is unknown at this stage although a busy year is expected for 
the Committee to respond to Government policy initiatives and to support 

the Delivery Plan.  To assist the constituent authorities to plan budget 
commitments for 2019/20, the minimum contribution levels for 2019/20 

are set out below and are at the same level as for 2018/19.  These 
contributions will generate sufficient budget to cover the costs of the 
administering authority to service the Joint Committee and leave a small 

surplus. Dependent on the underspend carried forward from the current 
year and the outcome of the review of the management support 

arrangements, this may not be sufficient to fully cover any additional 
work, for example secondments, or externally commissioned work.   The 
funding requirements will be clarified, as far as is possible, in advance of 

the 2019/20 financial year following the governance review and through a 
costed work programme and applied on a pro-rata basis.   

• County Councils - £10,500  

• Unitary Councils - £4,000  

• District Councils and National Parks £1,400  

5. Consultation, communication and engagement  

5.1 Under the Communications and Engagement Plan, members of the 

constituent authorities, partners and the public have been kept informed 
of developments with the Joint Committee through newsletters published 



after each formal meeting and press releases on significant issues of 
interest.  As we move towards Christmas, the Committee’s engagement 

plans include seeking the support of relevant Ministers and all local MPs 
for the Communications document and specifically our ‘asks’ of 

Government.   This engagement campaign will continue and accelerate as 
we move into 2019.      

5.2 In addition the Committee has a website providing background 

information, links to latest news and publications and details of the 
membership. This can be accessed at:  http://www.hotswjointcommittee.org.uk/ 

6.  Proposed Way Forward 

6.1 It is essential that the local authorities contribute to the development and 
approval of the LIS working in collaboration with the LEP.   The LIS will be 

a natural development of the Productivity Strategy and Delivery Plan for 
which the Joint Committee already has delegated authority, and therefore 

it would seem appropriate to formally extend this authority to the 
development and approval of the LIS to the Joint Committee on behalf of 
the constituent authorities.    

6.2 It is important that the constituent authorities are kept up to date on the 
Committee’s budget situation and make provision for the 2019/20 budget 

commitment.   It is also important that the Budget and Cost Sharing 
Agreement is formally agreed by the constituent authorities as part of the 

Committee’s governance arrangements.    

7. Implications 
Implications 

 

Relevant  

to  

proposals  

Y/N  

Details and proposed measures to address  

Legal/ 

Governance 

 

 The HotSW Joint Committee is a Joint Committee of the 

local authorities across Devon and Somerset that 

comprise the HotSW area and established under 

Sections 101 to 103 of the Local Government Act 1972 

and all other enabling legislation to undertake the 

following: 

The key purpose of the Joint Committee is to be the 

vehicle through which the HotSW partners will ensure 

that the desired increase in productivity across the area 

is achieved.   

The Committee is a single strategic public sector 

partnership providing cohesive, coherent leadership and 

governance to ensure delivery of the Productivity 

Strategy for the HotSW area.  The specific objectives of 

the Joint Committee are to: 

-  Improve the economy and the prospects for the 

region by bringing together the public, private and 

education sectors; 

-  Increase our understanding of the economy and what 

needs to be done to make it stronger; 

-  Improve the efficiency and productivity of the public 

sector; 



-  Identify and remove barriers to progress and 

maximise the opportunities/benefits available to the 

area from current and future government policy. 

Financial 

 

 As per section 4.5, the contribution level for West Devon 

Borough Council towards the Heart of the South West 

Joint Committee’s budget is £1,400.  

In addition to this the constituent authorities and 

partners continue to input considerable amounts of 

officer time into the partnership on an ‘in kind’ basis.   

The LEP continues to make a significant contribution to 

the work of the Committee and has met some direct 

costs.  

The constituent authorities are reminded that the Joint 

Committee continues to provide a relatively low-cost 

option to meet the partnership’s objectives compared to 

the Combined Authority alternative.   

Risk  Given the participation in the Joint Committee as one of 

the constituent Local Authorities, the main risks are 

around failing to participate actively in this or any other 

related process, thus manifesting a failure of sub-

regional or regional awareness of the Council’s specific 

economic and productivity concerns. The risk from 

failing to participate is most likely to be a loss of the 

Council’s influence at regional level and an inability to 

draw attention to the area’s economic needs (across 

such areas as productivity, skills, infrastructure and 

related inward investment).    It would also weaken the 

wider partnership proposition, so affecting the ability of 

the HotSW partnership to speak with one voice and 

influence Government policy for the benefit of the wider 

area and including our residents, businesses and 

visitors.   

Comprehensive Impact Assessment Implications 

Equality and 

Diversity 

 

 No adverse impact on any protected groups.   

Safeguarding 

 

 N/A   

Community Safety, 

Crime and Disorder 

 N/A 

 

Health, Safety and 

Wellbeing 

 There are no direct public health impacts of these 

recommendations.  However, public health 
considerations will be an important consideration in 

the development of the LIS recognising that there 
is a strong correlation between economic prosperity 
and health of the population.   

Other implications  N/A 
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APPENDIX A: Heart of the South West Partnership’s key strategic asks of 
Government 

 

As part of the partnership’s increased lobbying with MPs and with reference to the 
Great South West Partnership several ‘policy asks’ of Government have been 
identified to coincide with party conferences and the Autumn Budget. These will be 
socialised over the next few months and are:  

  

1.     Recognition of the Great South West Partnership in the Autumn Budget 

Statement together with a commitment to co-design a Rural Deal - a ‘Rural 

Productivity Partnership’ with GSW following publication of Rural Productivity 

Commission Report earlier in the year  
 

2.     Strategic Connectivity  
a. Confirmation of Sub National Transport Body/ (ies) 

b. Peninsula Rail priorities – e.g. commitment for funding Dawlish 

c. Funding commitment for A303 improvements 

d. Superfast Broadband and 5G trials 

e. Joint working with the National Infrastructure Commission on an A38/M5 

corridor study to explore how we can unlock our full potential and 

accelerate growth to transform our region. 

 
3.     Transforming Cities and Strength in Places bids agreed  

 
4.     EU Fisheries underspend proposal: an offer to work with Government to develop 

a proposal to utilise the projected underspend in the current EU Fisheries budget. 
 

5.     Nuclear Sector Deal (and others specifically Maritime and Defence) to have clear 

place-based elements/funding, recognising the HotSW opportunities. 
 

6.     Local Industrial Strategy specific: encourage joint working with WECA on Wave 2 

Local Industrial Strategies particularly around connectivity and Smart 

specialisations e.g. Nuclear and Aerospace. 
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APPENDIX B:  

Heart of the South West Joint Committee Budget Statement – 

2018/19 
 
Costs  
At the time the Joint Committee was established it was estimated that its operating 
and support costs for 2018/19 (and to cover the remainder of 2017/18) would be 
£89,000 - excluding in-kind officer support. This estimate comprised: 
 

1. £25,000 for work the Joint Committee would wish to commission to support 
the delivery of its work programme 
 

2. £24,000 for the Brexit Resilience and Opportunities Group Secretariat 

 
3. £40,000 for the Administering Authority to undertake its duties.  

 
Heart of the South West Joint Committee Budget 2018/19  
Current Heart of the South West Joint Committee budget position summary: 
 

18/19 Budget = £117k (an 
increase of £25k over the 
original estimate) 

18/19 Expenditure - £76.4k (as at 24/10/18) 

1. £67k - devolution 
budget carry forward 
(as against the estimate 
of £42k) – transferred 
from PCC to SCC   

 
2. £50k - funding 

contributions from the 
constituent authorities  

1         £40k - for Administrative Authority costs 
including: direct meeting costs (including 
refreshments); staffing costs directly relating to 
HotSW meetings; JC communications and 
marketing; micro-site development  

2         £11.3k - support costs of the Brexit Resilience 
Opportunities Group (BROG) including 
seconded part-time officer support (against an 
original budget allocation of £24k) 

3         £6k – costs of Housing Summit 
4         £9.8k – housing consultancy support 
5         £9.3k – national corridor infrastructure corridor 

consultancy support  
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HEART OF THE SOUTH WEST JOINT COMMITTEE BUDGET AND COST 
SHARING AGREEMENT 

 
 
As part of the new Joint Committee working arrangements, the following clause was 
agreed in relation to the costs of operation of the Joint Committee. This clause was 

in the Inter-Authority Agreement.   
 
How is the Heart of the South West Joint Committee budget set and agreed 
each year? 
In the February preceding each financial year, in consultation with the Somerset 
County Council Finance Advisory Team, the SCC Strategic Manager - Partnership 
Governance on behalf of the PMO will detail a Heart of the South West Joint 
Committee budget plan for the JC income and expenditure.  This will establish 
estimated amounts for that financial year and the timing of those financial 
transactions.  This will be submitted by the administering authority to the Joint 
Committee for recommendation to the Constituent Authorities (CA) for approval. 
 
Each CA will pay their agreed contribution to the Administering Authority (AA) in a 
timely manner on receipt of invoice details.  
 
Who is to be responsible for maintaining financial records on behalf of the JC? 
SCC Finance Advisory Team – Ian Tier, Finance Manager. 
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What Heart of the South West Joint Committee financial records are to be 
maintained?  
Financial records, i.e. orders for supplies and services, payments made, invoices 
raised and receipts, will be kept electronically on the SCC financial system.  This 
incorporates purchase orders, invoice scans, cashiers receipts and sales invoices. 
 
What Heart of the South West Joint Committee financial reports are to be 
made, to whom and when? 
SCC Finance Advisory will present a quarterly income and expenditure report to the 
SCC Strategic Manager – Partnership Governance.  This will be reported to the CEx 
Advisory Group for information. An income and expenditure report will be presented 
to the JC for information on at least an annual basis. 
 

What arrangements and responsibilities are to be made for?  
 

Auditing Heart of the South West Joint Committee Accounts:  The AA’s accounts 
and audit arrangements will apply to JC business.    
 
Insurance: 

Each CA will ensure that it has sufficient insurance cover in place to provide 
protection for their members and officers participating in the work of the JC and in 
their capacity as officers or members of that authority.   The AA will ensure that it has 
sufficient insurance cover in place to cover the AA role. 
 
How any financial assets held by the JC on behalf of the CA will be 
redistributed to the CAs in the event of the dissolution of the JC or in the event 
of a CA formally withdrawing from the CA? 
Itemised records of contributions made by each of the CAs will be kept over the life 
of the JC.  In the event of the dissolution of the JC or in the event of a CA formally 
withdrawing from the CA having given the required notice, financial assets will be 
returned to the CA or CAs on a proportionate basis. 
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Group Manager, Business Development 

Darren.Arulvasagam@swdevon.gov.uk 

Recommendations:  The Hub committee RECOMMEND to Council to: 

1. APPROVE the granting of £49,995 from the 2018/19 business rate pilot 

gain in order to support the formation of South West Mutual as detailed in 
section 3 and Appendix 2 of this report. 

2. (If 1 approved) DELEGATE authority to the Group Manager, Business 

Development, to conclude the ordinary share acquisition 

3. AGREE that, where possible, officers support the formation of the mutual 

by promoting it to local authorities within the South West  

1.0             Executive Summary  
1.1              On 16th October, Tony Greenham of South West Mutual, provided a 

briefing to West Devon Borough Council Members about the proposal to 
form South West Mutual – regional banking for inclusive growth.  A copy 

of the presentation can be found at Appendix A. 

1.2         In order to progress, the new mutual is seeking £500,000 of initial 

funding, through the issuing of Founder Shares.  These shares will receive 
a dividend of 7.5% once the new bank becomes profitable and this 
dividend will rise over time if South West Mutual is successful.   

1.3 In view of the higher risk of investment at this early stage, if a banking 
licence is obtained and the bank starts trading, Founder Shareholders will 

also receive an additional 2 shares for every share held.  The combination 
of these two returns generates an estimated ‘internal rate of return’ 
(being a measure of investment returns widely used within business and 

finance) of approximately 20% per annum.   

1.4              However, it must be understood that there is a risk that there will be no 

financial return and the entire initial investment will be lost if the plan to 
launch the mutual is unsuccessful or a banking licence is not granted.  
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Accordingly, officers do not recommend investing in the mutual with the 
primary purpose of deriving a financial return as that is deemed too much 

of a financial risk.  Instead, it is proposed that the Council uses funds 
from the predicted business rate pilot gain to fund a grant to South West 

Mutual.  This grant will equate to an initial investment of £49,995 in 
return for 3,333 ordinary shares. 

1.5              The pilot gain resulted in one-off monies received in 2018/19 and the 

Council determined that these should be used to fund initiatives to 
support the local economy. 

1.6               Appendix A explains how the new mutual would help support the local 
economy and promote inclusive growth.  In particular, it will help make 
banking more local, provide branch facilities in rural locations, recycle the 

savings of local people and businesses back into the regional economy, 
promote financial inclusion and improve access to credit for small and 

medium sized business. 

1.7              The ethos behind the new mutual is consistent with the Council’s 
corporate strategy objectives of communities and enterprise. 

1.8              Members are requested to support the recommendations and utilise 
business rate pilot gains to help support the formation of the new mutual.  

In doing so, it recognises that the funds utilised may not necessarily be 
returned to the Council.    

2.0              Background  

2.1. On 16th October, Tony Greenham of South West Mutual, provided a 
presentation to West Devon Borough Council Members about the proposal 

to form South West Mutual – regional banking for inclusive growth.  A 
copy of the presentation can be found at Appendix A. 

2.2. It is envisaged that this economic grant meets the Council’s Enterprise 
(Creating places for enterprise to thrive and business to grow) and 
Communities (Council and Residents working together to create strong 

and empowered communities) objective. 

2.3. It is anticipated that the new mutual will help derive the following benefits 

for the South West: 

 

3. Proposals 
3.1.  The mutual is seeking an initial investment of £500,000 in order to 

progress its banking licence application.  It will then need to find an 
estimated £2.5m in 2019 to set up operations and complete the banking 

authorisation process, and finally secure a further investment of £17.5m 
in 2020 to capitalise the bank and enable it to commence trading.   
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3.2.  It is envisaged that local authorities within the South West, who believe in 
the ethos behind the mutual and the benefits this will bring to the local 

economy, may wish to participate in all stages of investment including 
capitalising the bank once a provisional banking licence has been granted 

and the investment carries a much lower risk. 

3.3.   South West Mutual is launching its initial fundraising on 19th November 
2018 seeking investment from private and institutional investors within 

the region.  It is considered that the commitment of local authorities to 
invest in the initial Founder Share Offer will reinforce the confidence of 

private sector investors, make a significant statement of support for the 
social and economic mission of South West Mutual, and potentially 
shorten the timetable to opening branches and commencing trading 

within West Devon and the wider South West region. 

3.4.  The Council has benefitted from being a business rates pilot area for 

2018/19, which has allowed the Council to keep a higher share of 
business rates income in 2018/19 to fund its services. The Council is 
determined that this funding should be used to fund initiatives to support 

the local economy. 

3.5.  It is proposed that the 2018/19 business rate pilot gain is used to assist 

with the formation of the mutual, with the Council granting £49,995 to 
the mutual – this equates to approximately 10% of the amount of initial 

funding required by the mutual.   

3.6.  At this stage, officers do not recommend investing in the mutual in 
order to derive a financial return as that is deemed too much of a 

financial risk.  Independent financial advice regarding a financial 
investment has not been sought. 

3.7.  It is proposed that the Council uses funds from the predicted business 
rate pilot gain to grant fund the mutual.  In return for this grant of 
£49,995, the Council will receive 3,333 ordinary shares.  Members 

recognise that the grant funds utilised may not necessarily be returned to 
the Council.  This should not be viewed as a normal investment made for 

purely financial return but a grant to support the local economy.  

  These shares will receive a dividend of 7.5% IF the new bank becomes 
profitable and this dividend will rise over time if South West Mutual is 

successful.  In view of the higher risk of investment at this early stage, IF 
a banking licence is obtained and the bank starts trading, Founder 

Shareholders will also receive an additional 2 shares for every share held.  
The combination of these two returns generates an estimated ‘internal 
rate of return’ (being a measure of investment returns widely used within 

business and finance) of approximately 20% per annum.   

3.8.  Members appreciate that this grant (investment) is risky, but without the 

grant funding, the proposed benefits to the local economy may never be 
realised.    

3.9.  It is envisaged that the Council would be one of the first to provide 

financial support to the mutual.  It is anticipated that this will help the 
mutual obtain the remaining funding it requires from other South West 

authorities.  
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3.10.  A similar report and recommendation is to be considered by South Hams 
District Council in November. 

 

4.0           Options available and consideration of risk  
4.1. Members could opt to follow, amend or reject the recommendations.   

4.2. There are risks that should not be discounted.  Members will need to be 

satisfied that the granting of £49,995 to South West Mutual, in return for 
3,333 ordinary founder shares is consistent with the Council’s corporate 
strategy.   

4.3. As the Council will receive ordinary shares, over the long term this 
initiative could be considered as an investment.  However, this 

transaction should be viewed immediately as an economic grant. 

4.4. Members recognise that this transaction is not without risk and therefore 
do not expect to re-coup the grant, nor a profit on any shares acquired.  

Exempt Appendix B contains the detailed Founder Share Offer document. 

4.5. By making this “investment”, the council will be forgoing an investment 

return on the business rate pilot gain monies.  The current investment 
return achieved by the Council is circa. 0.8% per annum.  This equates to 
forgoing £400 per annum, if interest rates and returns were to remain the 

same. 

5.0           Proposed Way Forward  
5.1              It is proposed that if the Hub approve this report’s recommendations, 

Council will be asked to ratify the decision in December.  Assuming this is 
approved, delegated authority will be given to the Group Manager, 

Business Development to conclude the acquisition of 3,333 ordinary 
shares in South West Mutual – as per the offer document shown in 

Exempt Appendix B. 

5.2          Support will also be given to the mutual in order to promote the council’s 
decision to other South West local authorities – with the aim that other 

authorities provide the remaining funding required in order to progress 
the banking licence application (as described in Appendix A).  

6.0 Implications 
Implications 

 
Relevant  

to  

proposals  

Y/N 

Details and proposed measures to address  

Legal/ 
Governance 

Y Appendix 2 of this report is exempt from publication because it 

contains information about the Council’s financial and proposed 

commercial affairs as defined in Paragraph 3 of Schedule 12A 

to the Local Government Act 1972.  The information is the 

intellectual property of a third party and cannot be divulged 

further without their prior approval. In particular, South West 

Mutual is bound to comply with the Financial Services and 

Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 which 

regulates the promotion of investments to the general public 

and hence places legal restrictions on the publication of 

Appendix 2 which the Council wishes to respect. 

The public interest test has been applied and it is considered 

that the public interest lies in not disclosing this report at this 

time because it contains financial and commercially sensitive 
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information which could prejudice the Council and the third 

party if such information was disclosed at this time.  

This proposal is consistent with the Council’s powers to invest 

under the Local Government Act 2003 and section 1 Localism 

Act 2011 (the general power of competence). 

Investments made by local authorities can be classified into 

one of two main categories: 

i)      Investments held for treasury management purposes; and 

ii)    Other investments 

Local Authorities should disclose the contribution that all other 

investments make towards the service delivery objectives 

and/or place making role of that local authority.   

Officers are confident that the proposed economic grant will 

help establish and promote the success of South West Mutual.  

The formation of such an institution, as described in Appendix 

A is consistent with the Council’s Enterprise (Creating places 

for enterprise to thrive and business to grow) and 

Communities (Council and Residents working together to 

create strong and empowered communities) objectives. 

There is an overriding duty toward prudent management of 

risk, and officers, including the Council's section 151 officer, 

owe a fiduciary duty in relation to given transactions.  

Financial 
 

Y The Council has benefitted from being a business rates pilot 

area for 2018/19, which has allowed the Council to keep a 

higher share of business rates income in 2018/19 to fund its 

services. The Council is determined that this funding should be 

used to fund initiatives to support the local economy. 

 

The Council is forecasting a business rates pilot gain of 

£460,000 for 2018/19. This money was intended to support 

local economic initiatives and therefore this report’s proposals 

are consistent with that aim. Officers do not recommend 

investing in the mutual in order to derive a financial return as 

that is deemed too much of a financial risk.  However, it is 

proposed that the Council uses funds from the business rate 

pilot gain to fund a grant of £49,995 to the Mutual.  In return, 

the Council will receive 3,333 ordinary shares.  

Risk Y Members will need to be satisfied that the granting of £49,995 

to South West Mutual, in return for 3,333 ordinary founder 

shares not only delivers best value but is also consistent with 

the Council’s corporate strategy.   
 

Whilst the Council will receive ordinary shares as a result of its 

economic grant and the initiative could therefore be considered 

an investment, the Council views this transaction as an 

economic grant.  In doing so, it recognises that this transaction 

is risky and therefore does not expect to re-coup any of the 

grant, nor profit from the shares acquired.  Appendix B sets 

out the share offer. 

 

For the avoidance of doubt – there are several key differences 

between a grant contribution and a share purchase: 
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• If the venture fails the investment by either method may be 

lost. 

 

• The financial liability as shareholders is limited to the value 

of the share-holding – The Council stands to lose 100% if 

the venture has debts equal to or greater than its 

investment. There should be some proportionality if the 

debts were less than the venture’s total share capital. 

 

• The only way that the Council could have additional liability 

(upward of its investment) would be if there has been some 

individual negligence.  Officers of the Council have set out 

that funding is to be provided as a grant, not an investment 

and therefore the entire £49,995 is at risk.  Independent 

financial advice has not been taken.  The shares acquired 

will be shown in the Council’s accounts as a financial 

investment.   

 

• As a shareholder, the Council will have votes (= some 

control) but will not have that as a pure grant funder.   

Comprehensive Impact Assessment Implications 

Equality and 

Diversity 
N Not Applicable 

Safeguarding 
 N Not Applicable 

Community Safety, 

Crime and Disorder 
N Not Applicable  

Health, Safety and 

Wellbeing 
N Not Applicable 

Other implications N Not Applicable  
 

Supporting Information 

• Appendix 1: “South West Mutual – Regional banking for inclusive growth” A copy of 

the informal briefing made to West Devon Borough Council on 16th October 2018    

• EXEMPT Appendix 2: DRAFT Founder Share Offer Document  

Approval and clearance of report 

Process checklist Completed 

Portfolio Holder briefed  Yes 

Relevant SLT Rep / Exec Director sign off Yes 

Data protection issues considered Yes 

If exempt information, public (part 1) report also 

drafted 
Yes 
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Introducing South West Mutual

Mission-led business promoting sustainable and equitable prosperity 

for the South West

• First customer-owned full service bank

• Financial inclusion in the rules

• SME and social enterprise focus

• Multi-channel, committed to branches

and relationship banking

• Scale and efficiency – part of the CSBA network

• Financial strength: Profits £15m pa / loan book £380m by year 9
2



Helping tackle regional inequalities

3

SWM is an anchor 
institution

Supporting 
equitable and 
sustainable 
prosperity for the 
South West is our 
mission



SME finance is an ongoing issue
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Lending to the real economy where you live

SME deposits and loans in 

Devon districts

Deposits £853m

Loans £462m

Net outflow £390m
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Commitment to financial inclusion

In Devon districts there are approximately*:

• 21,000 individuals without bank account

• 106,000 non-users of the internet

• 33,000 entirely dependent on cash

• 46% uncomfortable using digital only banks

• £8 million poverty premium

6

*Source: Pro-rata on population of 642,000 adults , from HMT report on 
cash March 2018, and CHASM Financial Inclusion Report 2016
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Branches and local managers

• Losing 60 branches / 300 cash machines a month

• Branch access still important for many customers

• eg trading businesses; some older/vulnerable people

• Evidence confirms ‘soft information’ is vital for 

safe local lending
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Branch Closures 2015-18

➢ SWM has Branch Directors and 
staff with decision making power

➢ We use modern technology to 
deliver a low-cost branch solution

RBS/
NW Lloyds

Barc-
lays HSBC Co-Op Other Total

East Devon 5 2 3 1 1 12
Exeter 2 4 1 1 8
Mid Devon 2 1 2 5
North Devon 3 4 1 2 1 11
South Hams 4 4 1 2 2 13
Teignbridge 3 4 1 1 9
Torridge 3 1 2 6
West Devon 3 1 1 1 1 7
Grand Total 25 21 10 8 4 3 71



Economic resilience: ‘no more boom and bust’?
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Economic resilience: the UK’s Achilles heel?
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SWM is committed 
to the region. We 
won’t chase the 
booms so we are 
still there during 
the busts.



Restoring trust in banking

• Our customers are our shareholders

• We will not engage in financial trading and 

speculation

• No bonuses or sales incentives paid to staff

• Living wage employer

• Maximum 10x pay ratio

• Board directly accountable to customers

• One member one vote

• Simple, honest and transparent charging 

structure

• No pressure to cross-sell financial products
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Do you trust your bank? TRUST

Keeping my money safe 48%

Protecting my personal and financial information 43%

Providing me with truly unbiased advice suited to my 
needs

25%

Telling me if there is a better product for my needs/ 
situation even it means less money for them

21%

Source: EY Global bank survey 2016: Without it you’re just another bank



Digital channels

Online and 

app.

Full range of services competing with high street banks

South West 
Mutual

South West 
Mutual

24/7 video linked 

full service 

automated branch.

Some staffed times

Local HQ Satellite branches

Sub-regional hub 

with staff and 

Branch Director.

Safety deposit boxes.

Current accounts

SOUTH WEST MUTUAL
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Fixed, transparent and 
simple membership fee:

Personal: £5 pcm
Organisation: £10 pcm

• Expense analysis
• ‘Jam jar’ functionality 
• Interest on whole 

balance
• Additional member 

benefits tbc



Why a monthly charge? Free banking does not exist

• Free-if-in-credit (FIIC) accounts are NOT free

• 90% of customers with FIIC accounts 

effectively pay charges

• Our model simple, transparent and honest 

• Allows us to be inclusive 

• and to maintain branch access

• Better value for money for many customers
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“I do not advocate the ending of free-if-in credit 
banking. Why?  Because there is no such thing to 
start with, so it cannot be abolished as such. 

Nothing in life is free 
– sorry to disappoint.”

Andrew Bailey, Chief Executive FCA 
29th June 2017 

Bank SWM Lloyds NW

Classic Select

Monthly membership fee (5.00) - -

Interest on £1,000 in current a/c 1.22 - -

Interest on £4,000 in current a/c 4.88 - -

Cost of £500 overdraft for 15 days (1.94) (10.65) (9.74)

• 44% of Free-If-In-Credit accounts attract overdraft charges
• 80% of consumers do not know what  their overdraft charges are
• £2.9 billion paid in overdraft fees in 2014
• £4.3 billion interest foregone in 2014



Community Savings Bank Association

• Highly experienced Board

• ‘Bank in a box’ service

• 18 regional banks

• Test and training facility

13



RETURNS

Financial

Dividend of 7.5% by year 6
Growing dividend yield as profits rise
Moderate share price growth over the medium term

Economic 

Supporting local enterprises, business rates and employment
Boosting economic resilience during recessions, protecting jobs and incomes
Inclusive growth: spreading opportunities for locally driven business and 
employment
Recycling more spending and savings back into the Devon economy

Social & 
environmental

Tackling financial exclusion and problem debt
Improving financial capability and wellbeing
Restoring trust and building civic participation
Improved environmental and social performance

EXIT ROUTE
Trade with approx. 90,000 members projected by year 9 on a share trading 
platform

This is not investment advice; it is non-binding and it is subject to T&Cs that are to be agreed separately

Investment in Shares of South West Mutual

14



Strategic alignment
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Access to banking facilities, credit 
and supporting high streets

Environmental protection 
integrated in risk 
assessment. Supporting 
community energy

Community businesses 
and social enterprise

Community land trusts

Financial inclusion, 
education and tackling 
problem debt



Local authority investment

Guidance from Arlingclose (Treasury Advisors)

Local Government Act 2003

“Investments made by local authorities can be classified into one of two main categories:

• Investments held for treasury management purposes; and

• Other investments”

“Local authorities should disclose the contribution that all other investments make towards the 

service delivery objectives and/or place making role of that local authority.”

Localism Act 2011 
The general power of competence allows local authorities in England to do “anything that 

individuals generally may do”

16



Local authority investment - precedents
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Bank Authority Notes

Hampshire Community 
Bank (Note 1)

Portsmouth BC -
£5m
Winchester - £250k
Test Valley - £500k

Capex funded by unsupported Prudential Borrowing / 
Capital receipts reserve. ‘Spend to save’ project. 
Economic development powers / general power of 
competence in S1 Localism Act 2011

Cambridge and Counties 
Bank

Cambridgeshire Local 
Government Pension 
Scheme

£8m in deferred shares for 50%
50:50 with Trinity College Cambridge

Cambridgeshire Building 
Society

£15 million core capital deferred shares carrying only 1 
vote

Redwood Bank Warrington BC £30m Bank will open a northern regional office in Warrington. 
Shortlisted in ‘Innovation in Finance’ category of 2017 
MJ Local Government Achievement Awards

Note 1 – Hampshire Community Bank is not part of the CSBA network and has not been licensed 
yet. It is possible that the regulators consider it to be too small scale as a stand alone bank. 



Pre-application Application Mobilisation LaunchPreparation

Capital:
Q1 2018

Q4 2018
Q3 2019

Q1 2020 Q2 2020

£0.5m £3m £7m

Timeline for banking licence and launch
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£10m

Informal meetings with 
PRA/FCA

Fundraising

Refine business plan

Add experienced 
bankers to team

Formal application 
process

Maximum 12 months

Rigorous due diligence

Authorisation of key 
personnel

Provision licence gained

Operations go live with 
branch fitted out and 
systems integrated

Restriction on amount 
of deposits

Unrestricted trading 
with full licence

Incorporation

Stakeholder engagement

Business plan 
development

Form project team
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